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GEE TGEE TGEE TGEE THAT WAS FUN, HAT WAS FUN, HAT WAS FUN, HAT WAS FUN,     

AND I WAS A PART OF IT!AND I WAS A PART OF IT!AND I WAS A PART OF IT!AND I WAS A PART OF IT!    
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DotRot: I think I've discovered Carlos' life 

motto:   "We make a living by what we get. 

We make a life by what we give." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THINGS  I’VE LEARNED 
 

• Owls stand and rest on just one leg.  

• An owl may eat a non-viable egg. 

• Owlet eggs may hatch several days apart. 

• Dad will  hunt at night and bring rats, mice, gophers, 
rabbits…. any rodent for mom and owlets to eat. 1 
rabbit = 55 mice. 

• littleguys: What have I learned - that the babies don't 
hatch on the same day 

• satxgrandma: Barn owls mate for life. 

• Juneone: ruth that they catch a lot of packrats 

• Susanralph: swallow food whole 

• satxgrandma: The female barn owl chooses the nest 
site. 

• bird-dog: they are great parents, the Owls 

• Susanralph: great rodent control 

• jazgr8: I learned that they can bring people together. 

• satxgrandma: Barn owl sibs will share food.  

• satxgrandma: Barn owls mate for life. 

• MmeButterfly: they do some sophisticated 
parenting. Molly watched Max swallow his first 
mouse, as if ready to rescue him if he got in trouble 
with it. 

• Owls can consume a rodent whole, digest the 
nutritious parts, and “hork” up a pellet to make room 
for the next meal. 

• Juneone:  that they catch a lot of packrats  that's a 
good division of labor 

• Susanralph: owls rest on one leg 

• jazgr8: That they bond a lot.  

• MmeButterfly: Owlets have big feet and walk around 
looking like Charlie Chaplin. 

• Susanralph: swallow food whole nting. Molly 

watched Max swallow his first mouse, as if ready to 

rescue him if he got in trouble with it. 

• Susanralph: beautiful feathers 

• Lotsapurrs: Everyone tell us what they learned from 

the owl box.,. I learned to recognize the sound of 

baby owls..alway wondered what that sound was 

• OwlFan1: I learned that you can unite a world by 

watching the basics of nature!! 

• debzone: I've learned a lot. It's really fascinating, the 

different sounds are a big part of it, but also how 

attentive both parents are, that's pretty cool! 

12:12 michi01: I learned that little owlets sleep sprawled 
out like cats!  Love that!   
12:12 crzycatlady: i have learned alot too and i have been 
working with raptor for 16 years 
 
PegRod: Molly’s Life Lessons (MLL): (1) When life gives 
you eggs, make owlets; (2) If your egg isn’t right for an 
owlet, it may have another purpose (Dudley);  (3) 
Growing owlets make great Uggs; …(4) Not every owl gets 
a Kind Carlos Condo with a 24/7 recording of your life to 
show your grandchildren (share the joy); (5) Sometimes 
you are famous and do not even know it!; (6) If you have 
a chance to Flyabout, you might want to pick up a snack; 
(7) If you can’t Flyabout for Exercise–Standing up, 
Stretching, Preening and Putting Your Wings around the 
Kids does Wonder 
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PUNS AND WITTICISMS 
 

• My timing is impeckable.  

• I’m an owlcaholic. 

• I have H1Owl1…incurable. 

• Owley, Owley Oxen free..tag, McGee,  you’re IT!  

• Owl long is this going to take? 

• A Jackrabbit-in-the –Box 

• The mods occasionally need to throw in the t….owl. 

• Owlculator predicts hatchingEggreable 

• All’s quiet in Mollywood 

• Hello, My name is Jackie, and I’m a Mollyholic 

• Owlanonymous 

• Where’s Dad? At Hooters 

• Owl-powerful, owl-seeing 

• Owlnipotent 

• VOwlium to get to sleep 

• Do not attempt to go Cold Owl! 

• Make that pepperoni, owlives, and moushrooms 

• Owl scream, you scream, we all scream, for 
owlscream. 

• The Days of Owl Lives 

• It (The mouse) better be fresh. My lovin’ doesn’t 
come cheep! 

• "As God as my witness, I'll never eat rotten bunny 
again!" - Miss Molly O'Hare-a 

• Molly’s temper is on a hare-trigger tonight. 

• McGee says, “Owl be there soon!” (Molly was calling 
him. 

• Empty rabbit cam 

• .  "Next on Springer -- Owls who throw rabbits and 
the women who take them out of the box." 

• Somebody went to Banned Camp! Thanks GG! 

• Last owlet should be named Owl Done 

• Owl My Children soap opera 

• Owl Be Seeing You in Owl the Owld Familiar Places 

• I coulda been an Owl-tender! 

• Owl Shook UP 

• I’d like to buy a vOWL 

• You’re in good hands with OWLstate 

• Give Carlos a round of owlplause 

• Tiptoe through the owlets! 

• All rise for the Owllelujah Chorus 

• President Owlbama 

• Sweet home Owlabama 

• Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a hoot! 

• McGee is the owlpha male. 

• Owlie Cow! 

• Owl-dacity! 

• They’re playing duck, duck, owl 

• I’m showing signs of  Owlsheimers! 

• Maybe he’s yelling, “Stellllla” 

• sings..."he's not heavyyyy.....he's my bruutherrr" 

• Carlos is the Wonderful Wizard of Owlz 

• Yoga: Downward facing owl 

• The egg needs an owl-trasound. 

• And now, the Fablets Four with their Debut on 
Ustream with "I Want To Hold Your Wing" ! (clap) 
(clap) followed by (courtesy of Hounds) "Screech & 
Shout!" 

• Name of the last egg…Dudley 

• I am wondering how many husbands are making a 
note that we can all be on slow mode and shut up for 
one minute.. sigh 

• Having a bad hare day 

• Max swallowing a rabbit head…. A hare-owing 
adventure 

• Hare today, gone tomorrow 

• Holwter Skowlter! 

• (After 5 mice were delivered in a half hour ) “Empty 
mouse cam somewhere nearby 

• I bet everybody here knows the basic owl vocabulary 
now. Like being in Intermediate Owlish, spring 
semester. :) 

• Molly needs a ShamWowl 

• In California we have Prop 10. This is Prop 4. (when 
Molly’s out and owlets huddle) 

• 32 carlosroyal: It was Saturday Night Owlive last night 

• For Carlos: Frequent Fryer discount 

• 8:21 mhoney1364: I think she has maxed out on her 
sleep number mattress (Molly sleeping on 4 kids) 

• Looks like a conga line in there 
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GOOD OL’ CHAT CHATTER 
 

PegRod: Molly holds many classes everyday for all:  
"Owls, Owlselves and Owthers", Foreign Language and 
Culture, Geography, Geology, Nature, Poetry& Music or 
Realizing your Creativity...! 
 
Molly's classes will soon be so much in demand that all 
will cry for "Molly University" online diplomas. Yeah, Owl 
Yoga and Balance, hawkeye...many more.... 
 
In Molly’s Alternate Universe, the sun never sets.  It is 
always a.m. or AM = After Molly!  Another chatter called 
it "Time Before Molly (BM)" Prior to Molly (PM) when 
peeps used to sleep! 
 
RuralGrit: Dudley can best do his deep philosophical 
thinking when well out of the way of the hoi polloi--so he 
makes sure he's kicked back in his corner recliner. 
 
Have mice cream for dessert 

We’re having a “hoot ‘n nanny” 

 
ChocoMare: Allifair:  "You have Entered:  The Owlight 
Zone.... Resistance is futile.  You will be assimilated.  LOL" 
Owlimony 
Trellets.. (Troll + Pellets) lol 
"pretty please with pin feathers on top." 
 
Almost hate to see the sun go down tonight - guess we'll 
have to "wing it"! (when camera was down) 
 
“looks like they’re playing Twister.” 
 
8:09 PegRod: FYI. Sacramento, CA is in the northern part 
of the state where Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger is and 
has inspired, "Owl be back!" 
WinstonBuster: "We have molly on runway one...clear 
for takeoff ….. you copy? Over" 

jazgr8: Practicing their pyramid for the cheerleading 
squad at Owl Valley High 
rsl4us: I don't think they're going to get their deposit back 
when they move out............... 
OK....7th inning stretch...Stand on one foot and sing  
"take me out to the Owl Box.. 
 
then when the owlets come back later he can close it in 
for an extra bedroom for the grandowls (re veranda) 
 
OwlLuver: "Carlos, Carlos he's our man, if he can't do it 
nobody can!" (hoot) 
 
Flooring is named “gag shag”   
 
EagleEye_: Dudley decided to by pass the real world 
Belle, no harm now fowl 
 
The porch is a bowlcony 
 
She was at the spa, getting a Talon-icure we're having an 
offair. wanna join in? owl weidersehn 
 
Tarantino has contacted phoons about a sequel: Puppet 
Fiction...quote from RSL: "when will they start talking in 
normal voices".. 
 
Mcgee is still at Dowl Taco 
 
RuralGrit: there are different members of the Stainz 
family in the box--Pipe Stainz and Wally Stainz. 
rsl4us: I'm picking out a gopher for you, no ordinary 
gopher will doooo.... 
 
get that food off the floor, i would assume the 5 second 
rule doesn't apply to Owls???? Lolol 
 
aljcm: wondering how Boltz  is--and our dear Dudley 
Veranda is named Woody and the Dowlets 
 
(Max, when Molly was first gone for the day) ok guys 
mom is gone ...now I’m in charge 
 
a small group of conway twitty impersonators. 
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owlthetime: Next on the Food Channel: easy rodent 
recipes to make ahead, in case a busy mom gets called 
away... and- living with leftovers- a carnivore's guide 
PhilRitchie: someone earlier said they were still looking 
for the pull tab (owlets trying to get to new food) 
brucedianepets: I love the way we make thing up.  
owlcaholics. I just made up "barn owl me" meaning email 
or add friends on facebook me.  LOL 
PhilRitchie: I almost spit coke on my screen when carlos 
posted that he had called the local animal rescue facility 
to cancel the alert 
 
Molly has been using fly through window. 
 
Someone said the other nite that Molly and McGee do 
driveby hootings 
Preen it, then eat it! 
We had Dances with Wolves.” Why not “Dances with 
Owls?” 
morganminpin: How about those clip-on flags like for 
sports teams, but ours would say "MollyWorld"? 
morganminpin: Ok, really time to sign off. Reading in 
bed: A Brief History of Time and Owls, by Stephen 
Horking. 
Ashtabula: How about an owl in flight to put on car 
antenna like the Jack in the Box heads. 
dmlogan: Have you horked your children today ?? 
beachlady24: "I'm an Owl...trapped in a human body" 
bumper sticker.... 
JillD2001: I think we should ask the fed govt to do an 
earmark for Carlos and Molly  ;) 
 
Nice close up of Molly’s armpit. 

Wouldn’t that be “wingpit?” 

 
ammadani: How @ Carlos Royal for president? 
1:52 julibug: Got MOD???? 
1:52 litlvxn: "Legs McOwlet" 
1:52 Janetniu: How about hork if you HAVE mod? 
Or Hork if you love Molly? 

Kim, while you were gone, Carlos added an elevator and 
bidet 
 
OWLimony: There's a total (fluffy) eclipse of the Dudley! 

Fatty Mcbutterpants is Max...lol 

Mellymelly: pull my talon 

Wesley isn’t covered with down; it’s Velcro. 

Animals on the floor are Rug Rats 

Gopher jerky… made from Gladys Gopher 

Has anyone seen the H-Orkin Man? 

Channel your inner Dudley 

Down in front! (referring to owlet being so close to the 

camera) 

Is that the opossum that has been up and down several 

owls’ throats?  

angowleyez: Carlos: to error is human. To 

anthromorphisize is Divine. 

• Afternoon when owlets were all huddled in front left 
corner and the back right corner was very visible, 
covered with yucky stainz…. 

• That is the owlthouse. 

• Pooh Corner 

• Sometimes I feel like that corner 

• It looks like a Picasso painting…   

•                  or maybe Jackson Pollock 

• Put a sticky note over it if it bothers you. 

• “Clean up in aisle 2, please!” 

• Virgin Mary for me 

• To the tune of Stop the Insanity, … Stop the Scatology 
 
No wonder rats are so easy to catch – They come with a 
ready made leash. (As owlets slurp the tail.) 
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Rsl4   “I’m tellin’ you guys…it ain’t that hard. Max, you 
jump first!” 
Dingovt… had kidney failure, passed out, friend called 
911. I was “talking” to you during my hallucination phase.  
 

The nurses asked me who Carlos and Molly were. 

Carlos.. wall marks painted by Picowlso 

Mack9: They look like lady gagas back up dancers after an 
all-nighter!,SLEEEPY!! 
 
Go for it!... or gopher it. 
 
buzzardmc: Knock Knock Who's there! Baby Owl! Baby 
Owl who? Baby Owl see you later, maybe I won't ! 
 
They need a Rat Drop on the roof. 
 
buzzardmc: Genetics lab: today I crossed an owl with a 
goat and got a hootenanny. 
draerock: I kow some NFL teams that could use McGee, 
hand off to quarterback 
cobalta: That last one was anticlimactic after the 
demonmammal.. 
angelwalker: It was Shatners Toupee 
phoons-1: litl, what June said  
 (hug)(happy)(pickle)(family)(Buick)(nuts)(pianorental 
 FreeRhyme2: obese rat with a rare hair disorder on its 
tail  
ChocoMare: Wesley is always dirty, Free... needs a moist 
tOWLette 
ruthrings: Is Carlos a RenaOWLsaince man? 
hounds2: Molly and McGee can give bob harper 
something for his 'fewd' journal 
litlvxn: geez owlets....want some whine with that 
rodent?...stop complaining, food will be here soon 
mamahootowl: they could do a "Snuggle Fabric Softner" 
commercial 
 litlvxn: maybe Wesley is just picky...."ummm, waiter, 
there's a vole in my soup" 
raccoons: 635 - truly a rat, er no, Chupacabra 
North County Pole Monkey (the Big Thing) 

 rsl4us: Boltz is a real stud!      
PZooooooo: I have a little joke: What did Owlvis Wesley 
say as he left the building?  Hork you, Hork you very 
much! 
owlaboutit: kind of like a Modigliani 
hundon1: mowldigliani 
tataraleigh: Wow,Modigliani, who knew we would talk 
about spagetti.??? 
flaxer77: Well, we can't determine what it was so we 
have to wait for CSI: Owl Box and have the autopsy of the 
pellet. 
ladybleak: I can see an idea for a new comic now, Max 
leaving the box off the "springboard" (porch) and the 
other owlets holding up cards with numbers rating it (like 
they do at diving competitions). 
DotRot: I'm trying to figure out where else in life you can 
have simultaneous conversations about Cherry Garcia, 
ripping the tails off of innocent lightning bugs, headless 
bunnies, and geography 
deborahjo: Missing Dudley... those were such simple 
times 
11:23 PeaLady: Poor Dudley 
11:23 ruthrings: says deborahjo wistfully 
11:23 bobdmac: Dudley is just a shell of his former self 
Marmou: time to rehoot  
 
Owl toast to that, owl for one, one for owl! 
 
Joanne51: it's been a while since we've seen panting 
Affies: We the owls of this great nation......     
PrissyPants: 1 out of 4 owlets prefers Trident 
surfzen: Harumph. When max finishes his owlibuster it 
will be cigars and mice in the senate lounge 
rakasanmom54: looks like he's gargling with his head 
back 
bryn1997: deep thoughts with max, today, max was 
thinking about what he will be when he grows up, will he 
be a owl truck driver or an owl plumber, he decided on 
plumber because who heard of an owl truck driver 
ila1205: If they go cathowlic, the confessional will remind 
them of home! 
PrissyPants: The Stainz family would fall apart if Boltz 
moved away. 
How do you know males from females….male has the 
remote control  -   Women have the shoes 
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GApeach331: yeah, Boltz really seems to keep Polz in her 
place! 
Affies: I kinda thing Poltz is a stick in the mud 
boomer819: Poltz really does seem kinda stuck up 
julibug: So...Boltz is always screwed up! 
PhilRitchie: Thing in the back is Walz 
jme051479: what about roofz? 
PhilRitchie: And then there is the matchmaker Gluez who 
holds it all together 
ChocoMare:   now about a fly-thru window?  Max 
"Ummm, mom.  I'll have a No. 3 Gopher Combo" 
GeorgeOJungle: Rabbit population on the decline in San 
Marcos. Film at 11 
Sandollar2: They will be dining at I-Hop. 
sairysue: An "Owl"  you can eat menu! 
ldgreene123: love, love bean's pics..lead singer, 
sopranowl, owlto and browltone..great group 
shoe10horses: if I trap the possum that keeps getting in 
my garage..can I fed ex him out to San Marcos???? what 
are the rules for possum shipping??? 
hundon1: send it by wowls fargo shoe10 
statOR: Back one looks like getting ready in green room 
for a performance, fixing tux, tie 
TivahfromVA: it's just a visual enigma...nothing on the 
wall 
 PhilRitchie: They look like:  Shmoos, Skeksis, Vultures, 
Big Bird, pterodactyls, wolves in sheeps clothing, 
buzzards, Woodstock (peanuts), gargoyles, powder puffs, 
etc. 
ChocoMare: Phil:  and english barristers in powdered 
wigs :D 
jenn_fer: its like the one is saying "HAHA i can see up 
your beak!" 
escondido1: Hey all ~ Having a most owlishous day? 
eb82: FeeFiFoFum I smell the blood of a mouse, a rabbit, 
a gopher, a rodent, a ROUS, a polar bear, a wildebeast.... 
caldybg: they are using twitter?? LOL 
ChocoMare: Ah, yes.  Poop for $400 I believe.  And the 
answer is:  SQUIRT 
oliver_black: your wingpits stink, Bro 
triggerfish61: my 5 year old cousin ask me yesterday if 
they were the mom and dad. I said no, they are the baby 

owlets we saw come out of the eggs. He then said well 
then who blew them up like that? 
AZSunny: "Night owl Insurance Co--We've Got You 
Covered"  
AZSunny: Pattison has a bad comb over 
missy_mollyville: Ark!!! Look at that Mowhawk hairdo! 
 2Teachfourth: I think you have to call it a mo-owl not a 
mo- hawk!! 
rsl4us: Deep Thoughts, by Dudley Royal;   Sometimes I 
wonder if I should have given 110% after all. 
pcanada: He has his Thomas Jefferson look again 
seedy1983: Yawn or Hork....or maybe a York!  LOL 
kungfukitten: they’re starting to look less like babies and 
more like owls that have fallen into the cotton candy 
machine! 
schnauzsvr: I'm telling you guys Dudley is doing Clinique 
commercials and looking pretty darn good at it.. 
LoneStarStateTX: If they get hungry they have one whole 
meal in reserve on their feet. . 
litlvxn: now representing the United States in Olympic 
Synchronized Swaying....the Royal twins 
BullTerrierMom: do you need extryextry small or 
extryextry fluffy??? ROFL 
litlvxn: ya, he  (Dudley) wants to make a modern loft with 
an open floorplan.... 
4:10 CuteLibby: granite counters? 
4:11 shoe10horses: not a great choice of floor coverings 
owlbseeinu: i think these babies are insowlmniacs 
rsl4us: The Giraffe went surprisingly quick !      
4:54 tsaffirth: so did the hippopotamouse 
8 njomo48: Bob is Venus just appearing over the owl box 
bettyboop32: these are not babies.  they are teenie-
hoppers 
ruthrings: Wesley is 40 today...midlife crisis time 
gundamry: more like a mid-fluff crisis, lol 
nancyne: Saying the mohawks makes them sound like a 
rock group---Molly and the Mohawks. 
gundamry: i mentioned the other nite i was watching a 
nite cam and all I could see was fluff and legs and i got 
yelled at for watching mature material 
tekla22: They look as if they were surprised that they are 
so tall! 
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Susancookie: I'm back,, Dudley update please, He shoots 
He scores!!!!! 
Fairygram: All of this for the:   Royal  Owl  Resort, Inc. 
DotRot: These babies are living in the Royal Owldorf 
Astoria! 
litlvxn: it's a face only 10,803,176 people could love 
PegRod: Like our Founding Fathers (USA)....And to the 
Republic of TheOwlBox for which it stands, in the Royal 
Paradise, with ChatRoom Rules. 
wagwanden: It's too bad when they fully grow they will 
go their own ways and never see each other 
ruthrings: wagwanden, they'll be in each others' 
weddings, I'm sure 
treeloftstudio: surely they will get together for 
HOWLidays 
 BETWAN: Mainly on Howloween with be  their night to 
Howl 
TinaHoot: horkage? 
DotRot: she comes by her sense of humor honestly - 
hubby just said he wants to rename the owlets  
Slurpy, Burpy, Hiccup and Snort 
Second cousin {twice REMOVED by phoons} 
rsl4us: phoons. if a pellet falls in an owl box, and nobody 
can smell it, is there a stink? 
RainbowLioness: Looks like spaceship fuel to me. Horks = 
antimatter! Quick call Planet Express! 
KatSC: can you guys imagine if kids grew the rate these 
owls do? 
jazgr8: Yeah Kat.  The boys would only spend 20 seconds 
in jail and the girls only 15 hating their mothers lol 
NoodleMama: Dudley is in witness protection 
Phffbbt: We are so close I could see his owlaashes if he 
had any!  
suzie2: Wes looks like the RCA dog there6:18 
sunshine97deb: Sort of looks like the Rolling Stones after 
a 'partay' LOL 
cwendyg02: they look like they are covered in suds! I 
guess they could use a bath 
beantowner: owlsteoporosis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PhilRitchie: The OwlBox family is supported by relatives 
Polez, Nutz, and Boltz, is sheltered by Wallz and is held 
together by Gluez and Nailz.  Dudley is the undercover 
man.  
love40: Dudley is inscrutable! 
toymaker1: You guys never heard of GOOGOWL?   I'm 
shocked. 
caldybg: I was only gonna stay a minute also ~ that was 
over a month ago!! LOL 
julibug: Has MOD...whomever said pretty please with a 
hork on top...LOL!!!!! 
OWLbuff: odd...  horkaliscious is a good word for the 
cook book coming out 
 BaldwinCountyJ: Braxton Horks contractions 
luvlav2: horkus interuptis 
dg1018: 911...whats your emergency....I just fell off my 
chair laughing and can't get up. 
SMY0131: LOL, owlbeseeinu 
tazslab: I've got it...."The Rocky Horker Picture Show". 
velvette: Maybe a little Owlka Seltzer needed 
velvette: Kowlopectate? 
jeriiW: I have to go to bed or put a bra back on! 
debzone: ok-----"So this dyslexic walks into a bra.” 
StanaShortMcLeod: bugz on the polz 
MamaCarole: Pattison has talon jam 
widdletigger: Im not worried about the kids letting any 
prey go . . . the bunch of cute fuzzy cuisinarts  hahahah 
ibrake4insects: Great unilateral stance practice occurring. 
angowleyez: trial and feathers 
WOODLAND SCHOOL …MARIPOSA 
Knock Knock    Carlos: Who’s there?      School: Owl     
Carlos: Owl who? 
 School:  Owl of us thank you for visiting our class. 
amaCarole: Those kids were so smart - they asked more 
intelligent questions than clowney.\ 
birdlovers4ever: he's doing mind-muscle training on 
catching a mouse 
 mhinckle: Max: Someday I'm gonna blow this joint for 
good 
La_Mesa_mom: Ok Carlos, admit it, you went to vermim 
R us right 
love40: Said it before: Dudley, inscrutable, inexplicable, 
ubiquitous... 
oliver_black: Sure... I'm betting dudley is a female 
angowleyez: beanz felt like angowleyz jolie for an hour 
WoofWolf: need some dust cloths and a big can of Fledge 
in there today 
dg1018: Looks like someone using rattail dentowl floss. 
sandyj999: Powdered hork, just add water 
maggieram: "Never a DOwl Moment" .............. 
ruthrings: bookmaiden, It's my understanding they're in it 
for the long howl.. (Molly and McGee) 
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(This morning, Max & Pattison (as identified by others) 
were out of the box. Max went back in.  
It was close to dawn)  ChocoMare said: C’mon Pattison, 
time to go Day Day. 
Sandollar2: Sorry to inform you all.....that carrot was hit 
by a truck today......He's still alive.....but he will be a 
Vegetable the rest of his life.   (Vacadude’s “Kyle” puppet) 
DeJaix: lettuce all respect the carrot 
Tinaz: team Dudley: We’re all winners! 
Takeapenny: bye now- friends of feathered fauna 
Chocomare: pulverized pelletage 
Fourthebirds: a hork a day keeps the doctor way 
Clowney: nostowlgic 
Jadeblueyes: Stains on the wall –  Who flung poo? 
Beantowner: Max – a Profile in Courage 
Mtagrad: If I were an owl, I would have to be a 
Rabbitarian. I could not eat rats or mice! 
cbossme: no steps for Owlkind yet?  
Carlosroyal: that’s one small stem for… 
Obliquemotion: “Let’s run down the pre-flight checklist 
just one more time…. 
Djfan8811: flaps work 
Alaskanwoman: They all look like they are getting ready 
for the prom or something. 
DotRot: The Three Tenors 
Skinamarink: a wing and a prayer 
Hlnewton: this is just so owlsome! 
Suelf06: Hork…Who goes there? 
EastCoastOwler: Bob and Weave are here tonight. 
This room is fluent in Typo. 
obliquemotion: Meals on Whee... er Wings! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SYMPTOMS OF MOD 
 

• Molly hangover 

• Kids late to school 

• If you check your Cadbury egg for a pip 

• Beau calls himself an Owl Widow 

• If you see hidden pictures in the fluff…. 

• When you pay the $30.00 late fee on a bill because 
you won't leave to take care of it, and you've been 
unemployed for 18 months!  That's MOD! 

• If you have been putting your foot on your child’s 
forehead to check his temperature 

• “I think I have MOD. I can’t wait to see Molly slurp a 
rat tail like a piece of spaghetti again.” 

• YOU should have seen the people in the restaurant, 
when my head swiveled around to my back and I kept 
rubbing my nose  on my shoulder! but it felt good 

• Lint on my needle looked like owl fluff 

• having firemen show up at your house and you 
weren't aware it was burning 

• Your garden has 3 foot weeds 

• You know you suffer from MOD when you see the 
chat scroll on the back of your eyelids. 

• I made coffee and it’s still sitting on the kitchen 
counter, now cold. 

• You strip meat from the bone and rub it on your kids’ 
faces 

• It’s tax season and your accountant is glued to a 
video stream of an owl sitting in a box 

• I ask the Mods questions by name 

• I have a little window that tells me the temp in San 
Marcos.  I have MOD 

• I wish we could have alarms - one blast for McGee 
visit, two blasts for "breaking" news. funny-priceless! 

• Should have showered last night when no hatching 
was imminent 

• I can’t get out of my bathrobe and cook eggs. 

• Had a dream last night that Carlos was on The View 

• You may have MOD when you are sitting around 
watching in your underwear, as you have no clean 
clothes!!! 

• My husband did the dishes after breakfast.  Said "go, 
you don't want to miss it". 

• t-shirt idea, put pic of Molly & McGee on front and 
put in print "Let Me See Your Hooters.” 

• I think more people watched Molly today than the 
Tiger Wood News Conference!! MOD!! 

• TennilleOwlStalker: Might be a MOD if you ask your 
hubby to bring in the camper portapotty LOL 

• 6 MONightOwl: When you can tell Molly/McGee by 
their legs = MOD 

• Our favorite band, The Whoo 

• MOD time is 3 hours later than you think. (from 
Carlos) 

• Need a catheter 

• My one daughter called my other one and told her 
they need to have an INTERVENTION on me! 

• I had a dream last night where I was struggling with 
the placement of windows on my laptop screen... like 
at this site... MOD 
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• Do you guys think I have serious MOD........I woke up 
at 5:30am EST and was wondering what McGee 
brought them as a treat...lol 

• If you dream about Molly and the babies, does that 
mean you have MOD? 

• Do you have MOD when you have to get a molly fix 
by viewing ipod that you won’t buy 

• As I was driving home this evening and looking at the 
fluffy clouds...I started seeing Owlets.  MODs Big 
Time. 

• EagleEye_-1: you should of been here last night, we 
had the lights off standing on chairs on one leg with 
right eye closed and computer screens tillted so we 
could see Molly 

• This is a 1st: My mini Doxie, Ryder now has MOD, he 
no longer barks at the noise when McGee comes, he 
just wags his tail & jumps to see the screen !!!! 

• snoopy42: if you are upset because you missed a 
hork, you have MOD 

• beachlady24: I used to watch tv before MOD...now I 
can't find tv under the dust 

• carlosroyal: MOD’s go from anthropology to 
anthromorphizing while wobbling on one leg 
watching Molly. 

• My porkchops looked like gopher quarters…wyanet 

• litlvxn: put down the computer ma'am and no one 
will get hurt 

• satxgrandma: Shella:  Rules for owlet watching.  Don't 
sweat the small stuff that needs doing around the 
house.  Rule 2: It's all small stuff 

• joisey38: My daughter just said gosh Mom you are 
such a Bird Nerd! 

• I was in the grocery and saw an egg timer and I 
thought of Dudley. 

• julibug: You KNOW you have MOD when you tell your 
co-workers you have to do a flyabout (to use the 
restroom), and they all give you a really funny 
look...happened to me today...LOL!!! 

• lulumomma: new MOD couch: under cushion port a 
potty 

• you know you're MOD when you just dont worry 
about the depends anymore lol 

•  desofl: Depends are one thing...... A catheter and an 
IV would require an intervention 

• bethfl: or another term-  MOD-   a terrible condition 
that produces procrastinitis.  i don't know what the 
cure is 

• beantowner: as every sufferer of MOD knows, if you 
miss a little, you usually miss a lot! 

• chelleyw: If I was an owl I would probably fall for 
McGee 

• ruthiesmom2: If Anyone had told me a months ago 
I'd be excited about an owl hurling up rodent remains 
I'd have rationally stated they were out of their mind. 

• When you have coffee and CHEETOS because you 
haven’t shopped or functioned in a very long time. 

• Kafn: I just added 20 minutes to my dryer, need it or 
not! LOL 

• How I Multitask While I Watch the Owlets 

• DallasAuburn: I eat at the computer,  watch TV and 
the monitor at the same time 

• ruthrings: I have my laptop on top of my sewing 
machine cabinet and quilt at the same time 

• NatureLuver: Pet my cat, read the chat. 

• : I fill out grant applications, adopt animals out and 
talk to my girlfriend 

• Eat, sleep, type, fix dinner, laundry, watch TV, talk on 
phone... 

• angowleyez: Nothing! oh wait I tweeze my 
eyebrows..but once I got startled and almost poked 
my eyz out 

• talking to my husband 

•  can't believe I ducktaped my Laptop to  the Treadmill 

• SmokyGal: Well I'd tell you ruthrings but someone 
would holler 
 

WHAT I’VE STOPPED DOING SINCE I 

STARTED WATCHING MOLLY 

o Read 

o Garden, 

o Sudoku 

o Vacuum 

o Projects 

o Laundry 

o No cigarettes in 3 weeks! 

o Clean house 

o Cook a meal 

• The pizza delivery man started calling ME to see if I 

wanted to order again! 

• I have tried to be careful about disturbing the dust! 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

CCKramer: Hello owl friends.  

                 (☼☼☼) (Ò◊Ó) (☼v☼) (◌◊॓◌॔) (©v©) (ºνº)

djfan8811:      : >)    ( <:    : > )     (<  :         owl head turning
 

-(“)-    Dudley                   {@v@}               \(͡๏ ̬͡
 
     (\___/) 
      (O O ) 
    //:.v.:\\ 
     \\::::// 
-----`"" ""`----- 
 

((@v@)) 

  (((   ))) 

    (( )) 

     ^^ 
maggieFL 

 

 

And of Course We Have Emoticons: 

Our 5 Faves!!!!! 

Heart = How we feel about Carlos    
Owlet = Precious little guys  
Pow = What Mods do to Trolls   
Clap = For everything good  
ZZZZZ = What happens without Dette’s coffee
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

º) 

owl head turning 

͡๏ ̬͡๏)/ 

ZZZZZ = What happens without Dette’s coffee 

ACRONYMS

ACEMOD  Acute Chronic Excessive Molly 

Obsessive Disorder 

CBS   Carpal Bum Syndrome

wonder if carlos and donna are having the same 

EMWD that i am?  (Extreme Molly Withdrawal

HORK  Heaving out rodent Karcasses

LoneStarStateTX: This is HPT 

Processing Time )   

carlosroyal: I am becoming

McGee Insomniac 

MOD  Molly Obsessive Disorder

snoogs: NBS...numb bum syndrome!!

NCPM  North County Pole Monke

bean- yesterday i had CRS and OCD 

night my MOD took over ... luckily today i am AOK

OOF- Owlet Observation Fatigue

OPS Owl Protective Services when Molly goes out 

for a while 

Last night it was suggested that we now need  an 

OTC "Owl Traffic Controller'

PC    powlitically correct 

tlwaltz: Yesterday MODS voted to rename the 

landing pad RFD "Royal Flight Deck"  

RFL  Royal Fledge Ledge 

ROS .. Restless Owl Syndrome

ROUS  Rodent of Unusual Size

RUO   rodent of unknown origin

URP    Unidentified Rodent Parts
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ACRONYMS 

Acute Chronic Excessive Molly 

Carpal Bum Syndrome 

wonder if carlos and donna are having the same 

that i am?  (Extreme Molly Withdrawal 

Heaving out rodent Karcasses 

HPT for owlets ( = Hork 

carlosroyal: I am becoming MMI  MMI = Molly 

Molly Obsessive Disorder 

...numb bum syndrome!! 

North County Pole Monkey (the Big Thing) 

yesterday i had CRS and OCD – then last 

night my MOD took over ... luckily today i am AOK 

Owlet Observation Fatigue 

Owl Protective Services when Molly goes out 

Last night it was suggested that we now need  an 

"Owl Traffic Controller' 

tlwaltz: Yesterday MODS voted to rename the 

"Royal Flight Deck"   

.. Restless Owl Syndrome 

Rodent of Unusual Size 

rodent of unknown origin 

Unidentified Rodent Parts 
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YKYHMW = you know you have MOD when, as in:  

YKYHMW your dreams scroll in words like the chat 

room 

 

GLOSSARY 

Boltz = The bolt on the pole 

The branches near the platform: 

       how about Twiggy Dubois 

       niceplanet: Blanche Dubois is perfect -     

       "Blanche of wood"  for branch 

        kpanda-1: There are actually a bunch of    
        those things that kinda look llike cornstalks.   
        Gumby jungle? 

          

Ketaki: Ruthrings... thinkin out loud... CharlZ for 
Charlie Brown's bare christmas tree for Mimosa 
branch in the way! 
Dripz 

japk: Fledge Ledge 

Gag Shag - flooring 

 the platform is the Mezzanine 

Mollyology also involves study of rumors and 

mollymythology 

 Nutz (chatters) 

Owlcoholic someone who has MOD 

Polz 

Rufusz  .. roof 

Chocomare: Squirtage = Squirtz 

Vacadude: Ringz   reset on video 

Stainz.. = wall decoration 

Trellet - - troll pellet 

WindZoc – fluff on doorjam 

     

PARODIES 

9:24 joeysmominalaska: 99 daddy mice on the prowl, 99 
daddy mice.  Daddy McGee comes swooping down.  98 
daddy mice on the prowl 
42 DotRot:  Hooray for Mollywood!  That lively, mousie-
liscious Mollywood! (8)  everybody sing! 
whitedog01: they rock in the owl box all day long  
rocking and bopping and singing their song all the little 
chatters on ustream chat love to hear the owlettes go 
screech screech screech 
 
McGee Sings Owl b comn around the owlbox when I 
come,owl b commn round the owlbox when I come,owl b 
comn round the owlbox droppin off a sweet rabbit pop, 
owl b comn round the owlbox when I come(8)       
liquidzic; Hello, Molly, oh Hello, Molly, it’s so nice to have 
you back where you belong…You’re lookin’ swell…etc 
ruthrings: I see owls of brown, white owlets too, They 
make me say, I love you, and I think to myself, What a 
wonderful world! 
 
play that funky music white owl : 
 
pattica: We are Family ..... I got all my Owlettes with me . 
kazuclan: Our house is a very, very, very fine house...with 
5 owls in the yard... 
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liquidzic: Molly & McGee theme song    It'll b u & me up 
in the trees & the forest will give us the answers.  We’ll 
sing in the sunshine,  we’ll laugh every day. We’ll sing in 
the sunshine, and Owl be on my way. 
 
Dem bones, dem bones, dem rodent bones… 
 
matissesmom: Late one evening in the owl house  we did 
the MASH, the pellet Mash , we did the Mash  
DotRot:  They're clumsy and they're silly. They fall down 
willy-nilly. They're bunnies., No not really. They're the 
owlets we all love. Ba-da-ba-boom!  (Addams family song  
flukestail: Sing to tune of "The Lion Sleeps Tonight": In 
the owl box, the quiet owl box, the owlets sleep 
tonight...someone else write the next line 
EmilyGray1: Near the village, the peaceful village, the 
owlets sleep tonight  
flukestail: Sing to "3 Blind Mice": 3 little owls. (Repeat) 
See how they wait. (Repeat) They're all waiting for Molly 
to come. Repeat. And they're 3 little owls. 3 little owls. 
(music) 
PhilJustPhil: And another ones gone, and another ones 
gone and another troll bites the dust 
mandyzhere: Butts on the ground, butts on the 
ground....lookin' fluffy fools with their butts on the 
ground 
ruthrings: We will, we will hork you! Stomp stomp 
dy1983: Best part of waking up is coffee in your Molly cup          
Sung to the Folgers commercial tune:) 
 
I was thinking "we owl the world.. we are the children.. 
we owl the ones who make a better.." 
 
ruthrings: He rocks in the owl box all day long,  Hoppin' 
and a-boppin' and singing his song All the little birdies on 
Carlos Street  Love to hear the owlet go tweet tweet 
tweet Rockin' owlet, tweet tweet tweet 
Katbaloo: Mama, don’t let your babies grow up to be c-
owl boys 
 
To the tune of Stop the Insanity,   Stop the Scatology  
(discussion of yucky corner) 
 
LindaRW: Molly, bring the rat ashore, owleluia 
LizOregon: He’s got the whole rat in the box….  He’s got 
the little bitty bunny in the box 
 
You are my Molly, my only Molly. You make me happy 
when skies are grey. 
 
Oh where, oh where has my Molly gone? Oh where, oh 
where can she be? With her ears cut short and her wings  
cut long, oh where or where can she be? 
 

I’ve been horking in the owl box, all the live long day…   
White little owls are waiting for their food. Mama owl has 
gone to look for something good. 
 
 Oh don’t you wish that she would hurry back? That will 
happen only when she finds a snack.   
 
You put your right foot in, you put your right foot out. 
You do the Horky Porky and you turn yourself about. 
 
Lean on Me: when mom is gone 
 
And they whirled and they twirled and they tangoed  
Singin' and jingin' the jango Floatin' like the heavens 
above It looks like muskrat love 
 
flaxer77: to hork or not to hork, that is the question. 
whether its wise to hork now and have more room for 
rats or wait until I'm sure there will be some... 
flaxer77: here's another Shakespearean line - "Molly, oh, 
Molly. I never see you 'til I bring a vole and when I do, I 
get caught in the melee.. 
OWLimony: I know, but if you can't hork on your brother, 
who can you hork on? 
OWLimony: We owl need somebody to lean on! 
OWLimony: owl horks are fallin' on my head....guess that 
means they've been eating things that are dead. 
goodgollyTX: a horking we will go, a horking we will 
go...HiHo the Merrio..a horking we will go 
TranqlMyst: Doe, a Deer a Female Deer...Ray a golden 
drop of sun...MOD a name I call myself 
Sandollar2:  SupercaOwLafragOwlisticexpClowldious. 
 

ruthrings: When you walk through the night watch the 
owls fly, and don't be afraid of a hork.. 
Songs they could be dancing to...We Are Family 
 geojame63: "I'll Fly Away" (AKA Owl Fly Away) 
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Gonna Fly Now  Trying hard now, it's so hard now,  
trying hard now 
Getting strong now, won't be long now,  
getting strong now 
Gonna fly now, flying high now, gonna fly, fly, fly... 
And can you feel the love tonight 
It is where we are 
It's enough for this wide-eyed wanderer 
That we got this far 
And can you feel the love tonight 
How it's laid to rest 
It's enough to make kings and vagabonds 
Believe the very best 
 
 
And can you feel the love tonight 
It is where we are 
It’s enough for this wide-eyed wanderer 
That we got this far 
And can you feel the love tonight 
How it’s laid to rest 
It’s enough to make kings and vagabonds 
Believe the very best 
 

 

TENMILLION10: Owls on the porch Owls on the porch...  
MODs going crazy with Owls on the porch 
flukestail: Now I sit me down to sleep, I hope my parents 
will hear us peep. If I should tip over before I wake, I pray 
no screen capture that you should take. 
flukestail: Now I lay me down to sleep, Am waiting for 
Molly to make a peep, If I should nod off before she 
appears, I pray the noise will startle my ears. 
millerlady: It's a mod world afterall it's a mod mod world 
texasgrandmadarlene: Count your blessings, name them 
one by one: Carlos, Donna, Molly, McGee, Max, Pattison, 
Austin, Wesley...... 
red_tresses: Love to eat them mousies, Mousies what I 
love to eat. Bite they little heads off… Nibble on they tiny 
feet.-—B. Kliban            
Burdeee: gophers roasting on an open fire 

hummerfan: Jackrabbit frost nipping at your nose....... 
ruthrings: yowltide carols being sung by a choir 
liquidzic: Let’s hear it for the birds! 
PinkiePrincess: Saturday night is all right for flying... 
Saturday nights all right.. all right.. all right. 
sueconner-1: Wish they all could be California owls 
judysue: Great songs- I love the Perch Boys 
sueconner-1: One fine day...you're goin want me for your 
owl... 
owlaboutit: what a night this has been, what a rare mod 
we're in... 
sueconner-1: I found my thrill on San Marcos hill 
ruthrings: you're on a roll, sue! or a rowl! 
sueconner-1: How about a Molly's Greatest Hits video?  
Call it Good Golly Miss Molly! 
sueconner-1: Ruthrings...how about Sweatin to the 
Owlies?  The Best of Molly and the Owlets 
sueconner-1: Born to Be Wild 
 
Vacadude: "All God's children gotta hork." 
 
 
 

RECIPE NAMES 
 

• Gopher Wellington 

• Moo Goo Gai RatSmigeon of Pigeon 

• Meat-of-Rat loaf 

• Welsh Rabbit 

• Hork Fried Mice 

• Rat Tartare 

• Rib of Rodent with barbecue sauce 

• Rat jerky 

• Gopher and Grits 

• Hork hors d’oeuvres 

• Opossum Asada 

• Raviowli  

• Chocolate Charlotte Mouse 

• Pie owlamode with mice cream  

• Cannowloni 

• Rataroni 

• Ratsghetti 

• Turkey owla king 

• Bobble pudding 

• Royal jelly rolls 

• Donna's Darling Date and Nut Danish 

• Owlet down cake (like angel food)  

• Owlet drop soup 

• Hork lo mein 

• Profiterowls 

• Dudley dumplings 

• Rotten egg salad 
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• Gopher stew…. Hold the gopher 

• COWLiflower 

• Filet of rat 

• Hork chops 

• chocolate mouse 

• dipped rabbit in juices 

• lite rat 

• moo shu rat 

• egg foo mouse 

• gophers roasting on an open fire 

• powdered hork… just add water 
 

 

MORE FUN CHAT CHATTER 
 

May 8  Molly just landed on the camera and tilted it 

funny!!!! Sorry Carlos 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10:01 njomo48: Whoo hoo! Way to go, Molly! 
10:01 joly2u: Now the owls are going to look drunk when they 
come.... 
10:01 mmorrison: Camera owlfunction!  Hahaha Kat! 
10:01 lotsapurrs: Molly sez she has rights to the filming of her 
babies.. LOL 
10:01 jodimaher: oops what happened ? 
10:01 hope2248: Just when I thought I could go to bed. Wow.... 
10:01 princessgca: if she's still there maybe she'll tilt it back... 
10:01 carlosroyal: No other camera 
10:01 DallasAuburn: We need more bells! 
10:01 oliver_black: If landing force tilted arm, imaging landing 
force on a mouse 
10:01 eyzrbrn: great balance beam Carlos 
10:01 Bonnibell: Haha Kay 
10:01 kellykellie: i had to stop and think.. I didn't remember 
hittin the sauce.. :) 
10:01 DZRTJUL: Well now maybe I can get something 
done!!(hoot) 
10:01 hummerseeker: maybe she'll land on it again and tilt it 
the other way 
10:01 debzone: hey we can still see the door, it's all good 

10:01 Lynnb65: It will be good exercise to tilt our heads and "do 
the max" 
10:01 tinlizzy: Tis ok carlos, No worries! At my house it's 
electrical tape we use! LOLOL!! 
10:01 coco413: That'll teach those pesky paparazzi ;) 
10:01 shorty5354: just remember what we did the night there 
WAS no cam 
10:01 ruthrings-1: vacadude can have fun with this!!! 
10:01 Donna79: This is priceless  nature at work   LOL  You guys 
KNOW you were all tilting our heads like owls at first in unison 
10:02 bevstuff16: this is HYSTERICAL.....I thought it was funny 
enough watching magee try to balance on the fledge 
ledge....then he goes and tips the camera.....I am seriously 
laughing here 
10:02 tabbymom1: Well, maybe MorM will land on the other 
side & bounce it back to level. 
10:02 Cat222: Priceless. 
10:02 La_Mesa_mom: oh vacadude time for a new e-comic! 
10:02 mollylover: owlfunction - cute mmorrison 
10:02 stargazer22887: did i miss an owl moving the angle???? 
10:02 SCJim: Yup, need a sign 'No perching - camera in use' 
10:02 DandiLion: Molly fiddling with the adjustments.............lol 
- SO glad I know lthe owlelettes aren't on an incline lol 
10:02 AmethystCat: Molly will fix it later 
10:02 bobdmac: All the owls went to one end of the box and 
tilted it. 
10:02 thankuroyals: she is also the smartest.  LOL  Take lots of 
pics for us Carlos. 
10:02 nemollyfan: huh...thought I saw one earlier in PIP 
10:02 redruby7777: Hey, we will have another great view from 
a different angle, thats all!!! 
10:02 phoons: This is the (pow) Batman view (bang) 
10:02 gandm: WE are all like on the Titanic and stuck sinking 
with a view! 
10:02 dmz499: ...did I mention how much I like this view?..... 
10:02 owlsmomc: lol SM 
10:02 Narnia1: twilight zone owlbox 
10:02 SM_neighbor: Tap on your screen and see if it straightens 
out! 
10:02 orbeach-1: Glad you are still here to see this Bull!! :-P 
10:02 XQQZME-1: Duck Tape 
10:02 fellini123: well you know she isn’t that far from 
Hollywood maybe Molly wants to be a director> 
10:02 BullTerrierMom: me too Orbeach! LOL 
10:02 ruthrings-1: tip your monitor 
10:02 lulumomma: love it. so spontaneous 
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10:02 uranium39: HA ha coco, the owls don't like the 
papparazzo! 
10:02 ElaineD: it would be a hoot if one of them landed on the 
opposite side and straightened the camera 
10:02 Maannie: Too funny! Honest honey I really haven't had 
ANYthing to drink! 
10:02 angowleyez: (mollycameratiltfail ) 
10:02 boomer819: Maybe this is Molly's way of telling us she 
would like a little privacy tonight.... 
10:02 Sharionmarie: Maybe when she bounces off the camera 
to fly away it will go back the other way 
10:02 jodimaher: gandam -- oh you have me cracking up !  
10:02 samm22: You are all so funny!!lmao 
10:02 TyreeKB6RYD: Cant walk out with flashlight and a hoe 
and adjust it that way? 
10:02 Bonnibell: Hahahahaha Boomer 
10:02 orbeach: Definitely Not a view of Tucson!!  
10:02 jogray: at first i thought we were going to see mcgee up 
close...lol  
10:02 suzie2: I am still laughing!!!! 
10:03 KatSC: Molly is showing her diva self and not wanting the 
owlets on camera so much ;)  
10:03 Lynnb65: "I'm ready for my closeup, Mr DeMille" 
10:03 mtnmamaalso-1: As far as the camera is concerned, that 
owl might as well have weighed 10 pounds. 
10:03 lotsapurrs: Every one put a book under the right side of 
your screens... it evens out.. 
10:03 caldybg: not good to interrupt during feeding cycle 
10:03 mudbuglover: manually fix it, it is early enough in the 
night over there 
10:03 debzone: "flashlight & a hoe" Ha! 
10:03 joly2u: Must be on the box roof! 
10:02 gandm: WE are all like on the Titanic and stuck sinking 
with a view! 
10:02 dmz499: ...did I mention how much I like this view?..... 
10:03 Narnia1: owl tape please 
10:03 KnowBody: How can you tell Molly is still there? 
10:03 phoons: Apparently the shards of glass on top of the 
stand did not deter the owl. 
10:03 piedtype: Molly just wanted to make sure everyone 
knows who's boss 
10:03 shorty5354: We will live one night with out a good view 
Carlos 
10:03 tinlizzy: dizzy & seasick What a combo! 

10:03 SM_neighbor: Guess Molly doesn't like change (hoot) 
10:03 beejaymc-1: Well we will have a pretty good view if 
someone fledges!!! 
10:03 velvette: Molly's message to the pooparattsi "Buzz Off!" 
10:03 bevstuff16: me too, suzie.....and guess what...I actually 
DID just try to tilt the laptop to straighten out the image....oh 
mannn...LOL 
10:03 joym13: We have a great view of the fledge ledge now :) 
10:03 dmz499: ....could us some duct tape over here..... 
10:03 DandiLion: Carlos - you absolutely are the greatest - talk 
about a great nite ahead this is only the beginning of 
adjustments I am sure ;) LOL 
10:03 nagg1979: carlos- guess this just reminds us this IS real 
life ;) 
10:03 ginnyhoward: we just need to be able to twist our heads 
like the babies do. 
10:03 fellini123: Lotsofpurrs that works great....not everything 
is straight 
10:03 punkypoo: how did it get disconnected? human or owl? 
10:03 buckeye53: what a scream!  Only "Mother Nature" could 
do something this funny! 
10:03 Janetniu: Well, we are all getting tired so rest your head 
on a pillow to the right of your monitors 
10:03 La_Mesa_mom: That's so funny.  Molly is in control of 
the house 
10:03 redruby7777: we humans think we have everything in 
control, but thats a joke we should laugh about right now!!! 
10:03 ybhrmark: This is tooo funny..... didn't know she weighed 
some much.....lol 
10:04 gandm: Oh JODI, it's too funny looking at this..........we 
can hope someone lands on it to correct it!!!!! 
10:04 Ms_Dirt: Molly perched on a not-a-perch. 
10:04 DallasAuburn: <humming Lady GaGa's Papparazzi song> 
10:04 grrranny: He can't fix it til tomorrow morning 
10:04 Bonnibell: How funny is that! 
10:04 BurghRoots: I'm ROTFLMAO 
10:04 Lynnb65: well .. she put us in our place 
10:04 suzie2: aw, I just tilted my head like the owls :- ) Scarlett 
would say-tomorrow is another day 
10:04 Donna79: I am seriously having a ball here   Who knew 
that would happen?  *technical difficulties via owl  hehehe 
10:04 nsandjs: Remember how we sat staring all night when 
the box was dark? We'll survive this too! 
10:05 tinlizzy: How about a cartoon of carlos outside the box? 
That might be funny... Poor carlos running from here to there 
fixing things & his camera in hand! Q: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           simons’ colonoscopy 
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10:05 gandm: Oh bbdiva, just in time to come and correct this 
crazy angle of the camera........you have that power, 
right???????   LOL 
10:05 elesem: Stop bugging Carlos. He'll fix it tomorrow--I'm 
sure. 
10:05 angowleyez: and THIS is what happens when you remove 
the mattress label! 
10:06 bevstuff16: yes bbdiva....fix the camera angle.....:-s 
10:06 SM_neighbor: We could just tell Diva that Carlos didn't 
use a level when installing the camera :-) 
10:06 bbdiva: would if I could bev lol 
10:06 samm22: lol angel 
10:06 kellykellie: and even though it looks bright it's actually 
pitch black 
10:06 bbdiva: lol SM 
10:06 suzie2: Ya on those quakes...made me dizzy-ugh. Thanks 
to ruth I knew it was not just me, lol 
10:06 redruby7777: ango, too funny(clap) 
10:06 Ms_Dirt: Molly wanted Mom's day off, so she fixed it so 
we can no longer see if it's her or Leggs! 
10:06 SharksNut: That's funny angowl!!!!!!! 
10:06 orbeach: LOL angowl!! :-) 
10:06 simons635: Now the "Porch" looks Straight!!! 
10:06 ruthrings-1: SWL  Angowleyez 
10:06 Owleen: I can only imagine someone stumbling in here 
after a couple of adult beverages.  This should send them 
reeling for sure! 
10:06 DZRTJUL: Everbody go on a break now.. All of us with 
MOD get something done!!(hoot) 
10:06 lotsapurrs: so is the screen frozen?  Should be able to see 
little owl feet.. but can't 
10:06 PhilJustPhil: My neck is going to get sore being bent over 
like the kids do 
10:06 hope2248: I can not keep my head tilted any longer, off 
to bed with a giggle. 
10:06 Maannie: Ah yes...nature at her finest! :) 
10:06 luvs2bassfish: vacodude will have a BALL with 
this!!!!!!!!!!!! 
10:06 tabbymom1: Carlos needs a robot. 
10:06 lulumomma: so glad I didn't miss this... 
10:06 nemollyfan: Oh no!!  The box is falling!!  Well, Tom came 
on tonight and said it happens, right? 
10:06 Sharionmarie: Molly must have been carrying that 
armadilla or elephant from this morning, haha 

10:06 ybhrmark: we all can just tilt our heads like the owlets 
do.... to focus on something..... lol 
10:07 bbdiva: I'm guessing Carlos already went to bed before it 
happened? lol 
10:07 melodymmm1: I knew I shouldn't of had a glass of wine 
lo 
10:07 elesem: Funny Anglow!! or the label on a new pillow.  
What was that all about anyway? 
10:07 mhinckle: We're not bugging Carlos, he probably just 
laughs at all the demands he gets 
10:07 bobdmac: Phil, I've tilted my laptop. It's easier on the 
neck. 
10:07 tinlizzy: That's it! Must have been a quake!!! It's all good 
carlos! <3 
10:07 gandm: I think it happened with the power of your "sign 
on" bbdiva!!!!! 
10:07 debzone: no, carlos saw it happen diva 
10:07 SnugglesDad: Carlos is still on bbdiva 
10:07 LongJohns: LOL---Somethings different tonight!  Did this 
just happen? 
10:07 sfsueny: what happened to the camera??? 
10:07 eyzrbrn: No Carlos saw it 
10:07 bbdiva: ha! 
10:07 thankuroyals: she does have some amazing little 
legs.....Good picture on Molly's Blog 
10:07 joym13: BB - Carlos is sitll here, it just happened  
10:07 bbdiva: oh ok 
10:07 DandiLion: Here I am - missing em all day - and just as I 
get on I see a Molly adjustment in progress 
10:07 njomo48: bb: no, Carlos saw it happen 
10:07 phoons: [REMOVED by bbdiva] if Batman were still 
popular 
10:07 angowleyez: I always wondered!!! Left the tags on for 
years, now we know! 
10:07 mmorrison: angowleyez, you are too funny! 
10:07 bbdiva: <3 phoons 
10:07 suzie2: Hi bbdiva---no, Carlos is here 
10:07 sundance675-1: interesting view  I was on the phone 
with an employee and when I looked back OPPS!  Did molly or 
Mcgee land on the camera and it slipped? 
10:07 stargazer22887: MOLLY is what happened to the camera 
10:07 kellykellie: we don't want carlos out there in the dark..  
molly might perch on him next.. :) 
10:07 shorty5354: SFSue Molly landed on the camera 
10:08 bevstuff16: **note to self....leave the tag ON the 
mattress...and the pillow too!!! 
10:08 redruby7777: When it says "don’t touch" they weren’t 
kidding!!! 
10:08 sisufinn: Looks like "owl" have to lay off the wine. I could 
have sworn the box the box was straight a minute ago 
10:08 JBRS: LOL Kellykellie 
10:08 lotsapurrs: Molly probably thought it was a new perch... 
or the tree had grown a funny looking branch. 
10:08 NoodleMama: he's (nuts) !! 
10:08 Ms_Dirt: we all saw Molly mess up the camera.  Good for 
Molly, she a WOMAN!! 
10:11 ruthrings-1: snuggles, there WAS an earthquake this 
afternoon 
10:11 LongJohns: The owlets change so fast.  But a ladder?   
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10:11 mmorrison: Mollyquake! 
10:11 angowleyez: lol @ tilted puppet show Phoons 4- I am Not 
a "Crook"  
10:11 shorty5354: DMZ I got my seatbelt on. ;) 
10:11 kellykellie: Mothra day??  :)  Day of the Moth?  that was 
funny  I love typos!  :) 
10:11 carlosroyal: I have a photo of her on the camera 
10:11 bbdiva: anyone else find theirselves staring at the screen 
with your head sideways? lol 
10:11 SnugglesDad: oh, was there? 
10:11 bevstuff16: LOLOLOOL....you folks are hilarious 
tonight......maybe all that head tilting accounts for it???? 
10:12 SnugglesDad: me, bbdiva, definitely, but cannot figure 
out why chat is sideways 
10:12 suzie2: angowl-the mattress label removal is 
priceless!!!!! :-) 
10:12 jazgr8-1: Put it up Carlos (clap) 
10:12 lulumomma: I love how flexible all of us are 
10:12 DandiLion: Thats okay Carlos - our memories of this night 
are priceless already :) 
10:12 mrsmmf: what in the blue blazes happened to the 
camera, or did I have one too many? 
10:12 SM_neighbor: A book on the right side of the monitor 
really helps  
10:13 calogan: The Picture is fine Chat is sideways 
10:13 kellykellie: the camera just needs a V8 
10:13 thankuroyals: Hope it didn't scare Miss Molly off. 
10:13 Janetniu: We knew the owlets were gaining weight, but 
this is ridiculous! 
10:13 dmz499: ....everyone with their beer goggles on?.... 
10:13 tlwaltz: Molly adjusted the camera , landed on it 
10:13 lacorvin: The owl sat on the camera a few minutes ago.  
10:13 NoodleMama: mrs, have one more ... 50/50 chance you'll 
tilt the correct direction 
10:13 carlosroyal: I thought this might happen but thought I 
would try it. The camera was being held by an adjustable arm. 
10:13 bevstuff16: oh gawd......V8???...mattress tags...adult 
beverages and tilted cameras....keep going good people 
10:13 La_Mesa_mom: I've got tears rolling down my face 
mrsmmf 
10:16 angowleyez: haha sjlou.. ok lets bring out the big guns.. 
are the NASA shuttle folks still on standby, roger that 
10:16 ginnyhoward: lol mmorrison 
10:16 Maannie: It's all good Carlos! It creates laughs 
10:16 OwlLuver: Molly's attempt to upstage Betty White on 
SNL tonight! :) 
10:16 bbdiva: So guys.. before the camera got tilted.. how was 
the new view? Could you see the treats better? 
10:17 owlsmomc: Molly tilted it on purpose - so when they all 
tilt their little heads, everything lines up right.  
10:17 bevstuff16: LOLOL@morrison RE: new view/////you all 
are on a roll tonight....and NOT a kaiser roll either! 
10:17 kellykellie: new view was awesome 
10:17 shorty5354: I loved the new view 
10:17 ybhrmark: Carlos---- You are doing a wonderful job..... 
this is great.... Molly just wanted us to have a different/new 
view..... lol 
10:17 La_Mesa_mom: bbdiva I got some great screen shots.  I 
can't stop laughing though. 

10:17 tinkerbell048: new view was awesome! 
10:17 couleedam: Yes bbdiva...we loved the new view...could 
see them eating the treats 
10:17 bbdiva: nice :) can't wait til it gets fixed then! 
10:17 stargazer22887: Heck yeah BB sooo much better the 
drop offs were awesome!!! 
10:17 califms: The view was awesome. 
10:17 lulumomma: was awesome! their little faces peering out 
were priceless 
10:17 booklady666: oh no!  i missed the whole thing! was it 
recorded? or was it SNL? 
10:17 miamia3: BB, the camera view was awesome before and 
is still great, just a little tilted---like all of us, right? 
10:17 valoyce: carlos this is the best view so hopefully you can 
fix it tomorrow thanks this was a great ideal 
10:17 PhilJustPhil: If you tilt the computer then you have the 
same problem with the comedy routine that is chat right 
now...:D 
10:17 owlaboutit: 'man plans and g=d laughs' 
10:17 greywitch: bbdiva, the focus is so clear--you can really 
see the babies peekin out 
10:17 mhinckle: Sweet little fuzzy bodies peeking out 
10:17 KnowBody: bbdiva... Yes we could see everything!  
Treats, babies and McGee/Molly!  It was a fantastic view! 
10:18 SM_neighbor: I'm wondering what happens next time 
she lands on it... we know she will! 
10:18 Janetniu: May 8th, the night of the leanin' owl box. Get 
those owlets a rope so they can grab the food!! 
10:18 lotsapurrs: Going to bed now... things will be right side 
up in the morning, I'm sure.   
10:18 dmz499: ....I, for one, love the new "new view".... 
10:18 angowleyez: Just pm'd myself and I ignored myself 
10:18 ginnyhoward: could see the babies eating and using their 
talons.  Awseome view 
10:18 bbdiva: thats awesome! just another reason to love 
Carlos more for everything he does for us :) 
10:18 AmethystCat: Molly will land on the other side and fling 
the camera into outer space where Clowney's UFO will zap it up 
and take it away...oh nooooooooooo 
10:18 nemollyfan: LOL ango 
10:18 thankuroyals: Good Night and Happy Mother's Day! 
10:18 bevstuff16: the leaning tower of owls 
10:18 ybhrmark: Noooooo, lotsapurrs.... the view will be then 
upside down..... lol 
10:18 kellykellie: alright ya'll..  i'm going to bed before ya'll 
make me teetee on myself..  crackin me up 
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10:19 lulumomma: it's always good to get a different 
perspective on a situation 
10:19 lulumomma: it's always good to get a different 
perspective on a situation 
10:19 ruthrings-1: perfect, bevstuff!!! 
10:19 suzie2: ha ha bevstuff 
10:23 OwlLuver: Thx for the explantion, Molly's the Diva as we 
know! So is that the door at the top of the screen? 
10:23 booklady666: For those of you who saw Molly and 
McGee bring in the treats tonight could you  
10:23 Donna79: lorraine  it will look like their legs will be 
slanted  LOL   
10:23 ybhrmark: and we will get to see the owlets some.....  
10:23 ElaineD: "Molly neckitis" 
10:23 SM_neighbor: We may get another good close up of a 
wing (hoot) 
10:23 Janetniu: purple trees, pink trees, green trees - hey folks, 
you are beginning to hallucinate - time to go to bed! 
10:23 owlaboutit: phoons phoons phoons 
10:23 califms: Sure like the saying ***This is the Owl Box's New 
View""" 
10:23 beejaymc: For those of you who have been out having 
"fun" this angle should be just right!!! 
10:23 caldybg: yes we could see them very well 
10:23 ruthrings: I can't see the color of the trees either now, 
but woofwoof asked 
10:23 Owlsrock: yes book..  
10:24 gandm: Right, Phil, Space Station to Molly and McGee!!!! 
10:24 couleedam: yes booklady....detail was amazing! 
10:24 La_Mesa_mom: booklady, they were great 
10:24 mmorrison: Did anybody get a screen shot of the giant 
feather? 
10:24 grlsctldr: haven't focused on McGee's legs for a while!!! 
memories  
10:24 AmethystCat: Now if a mouse escapes it can run down all 
these boards like pachinko machine 
10:24 mrsmmf: YYYY wine for all, maybe it will even out if we 
have enough 
10:24 FLbeachlover: it is really a good view when it's straight 
and the owlets are in the doorway 
10:24 Lori_Stuff: when things like this happen, it brings out the 
funny in all of you 
10:24 stargazer22887: Maybe molly will land on it again and fix 
it before the night is over!!! 

10:24 localevents: It looks level if you're laying on the bed on 
your side w/ your laptop at an angle. ;) 
10:24 angowleyez: lol lower view request.. limbo rock... how 
lowwww can we gooooo 
10:24 pegtrala2: It was an amazing view!  Plus seeing the 
babies up close felt like I was right there. 
10:24 AZnester: i was gone for a day and it appears things have 
just fallen apart...! this new view is not too enchanting... 
10:24 phoons: I feel sorry for all of the owlets. They are all 
squished against the righthand wall as a result of this tipping. 
10:24 toymaker1: All of you chatters are very very talented. 
10:25 beejaymc: angowleyez - love it = LIMBO 
10:25 caldybg: rofl 
10:25 PhilJustPhil: At least when the box tips, Dudley rolls with 
it :D 
10:25 grlsctldr: what happened to the inside camera's lght? 
10:25 calogan: Is Dudley in the back corner now ??? 
10:25 FLbeachlover: that wan't funny phoons ....some of the 
worry warts will believe you 
10:25 mmorrison: That's what happened when somebody 
entered a "right justify" command in the box. 
10:25 OwlFanLeigh: molly landed on the camera? 
10:25 pegtrala2: Maybe they're camera shy. 
10:25 owlaboutit: i agree fl beach.. 
10:24 debzone: I prefer the tilted view. Yes OwlLuver that is the 
door. Suzie2, I'm cracking up  at "Dabe's not here" and Mods, I 
HATE slow mode!! 
10:24 ruthrings: phoons, I swear I had the same thought!! 
10:24 slm521: haha phoons.... I was thinking the same thing 
10:24 mollylover: phoons :) 
10:24 grrammy724: Phoons, just bend your knees and crouch 
for the lower view 
10:24 ruthrings: rofl 
10:24 lulumomma: that's what I keep picturing in my head 
phoons 
10:24 mhinckle: phoons is that a new rumor 
10:24 buckeye53: phoons! too funny! 
10:24 Sparkel_2: sorry guys i missed it, but what happened to 
the cam 
10:24 booklady666: Oh rats!! I should never leave my computer 
at feeding time!! I am so jealous! 
10:25 dmz499: did they turn out the light and go to bed? 
10:25 nemollyfan: owlets are not crowding the door or 
screeching much tonight....just saying 
10:25 suzie2: gnight or-take it easy 
10:25 Ketaki: But AZ   it was so funny when it happened... It's 
Molly's orientation! 
10:25 Bonnibell: Can you imagine next year's OB with all the 
learning curves going on this year?  It has been amazing and 
wonderful , ESPECIALLY Carolos and how he rolls with it all. 
10:25 ruthrings: Sparkle, Molly landed on it 
10:25 beejaymc: angowleyez - love it = LIMBO 
10:25 caldybg: rofl 
10:25 PhilJustPhil: At least when the box tips, Dudley rolls with 
it :D 
10:25 calogan: Is Dudley in the back corner now ??? 
10:25 FLbeachlover: that wan't funny phoons ....some of the 
worry warts will believe you 
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10:25 mmorrison: That's what happened when somebody 
entered a "right justify" command in the box. 
10:25 OwlFanLeigh: molly landed on the camera? 
10:25 pegtrala2: Maybe they're camera shy. 
10:25 La_Mesa_mom: Lights out, time for sleep?  PhilJustPhil, 
that was just BAD!! 
10:25 stargazer22887: ok to those who missed it molly knocked 
the camera 
10:25 califms: Aznester, tilt your head. 
10:25 angowleyez: lol at everyone, grammmy  laffin hard 
10:25 Maannie: ask and ye shall receive...light that is 
10:25 ybhrmark: someone playing with the light switch.... lol 
10:25 phoons: Now that the light's off:  "Good night John-boy" 
"Good night Max" "Good night Wesley" "HEY, I told you kids to 
turn that light off!" 
10:26 JBRS: tell the worry warts to tip their computer to the left 
and the owlets will be straight again. 
10:26 debzone: Seriously, did Max eat Dudley like someone 
said??? 
10:26 mhinckle: box has not moved, only camera 
10:26 sundance675: thank goodness it tipped away from the 
door orDudley might have rolled out 
10:26 AmethystCat: bolt cam 
10:26 KnowBody: lol Phil 
10:26 DZRTJUL: Hey it still not a bad view! 
10:26 slm521: Yeah phoons... some of the worry warts will 
believe since there is no one in the doorway!  LOL 
10:26 gandm: MODS:  Can we slant our chat to coincide with 
the camera view? 
10:26 couleedam: boltz still there 
10:26 lulumomma: oooh inside the box! 
10:26 joym13: debzone - we dont know 
10:26 Sparkel_2: lol thanks guys  \(͡๏ ̬͡๏)/ 

10:26 buckeye53: light back on! 
10:26 loveowls: I'm waiting to hear HAL (hoot) 
10:26 carlosroyal: As you can see I have been working to give 
you something to see 
10:26 pegtrala2: Oh, I like this!  What a nice surprise, Carlos.  
Thanks! 
10:26 DandiLion: did you readjust the inside nite cam Carlos? 
10:26 bobdmac: Now the inside looks tilted to me 
10:26 beejaymc: Carlos will have to put up a net to catch 
Dudley at this angle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10:26 simons635: OK.... the light was off in the Box.... and now 
it just turned on??? How did that happen??? Ok... this camera 
looks like a Colonoscopy 
10:26 ruthrings: My laptop won't stop shaking at you folks 
10:26 suzie2: Lol bob 
10:26 ElaineD: sundance the camera tipped NOT the owlbox 
10:26 Janetniu: From this point on we shouldn't say anything 
about the camera angle and see what new people say - play 
along like nothing is "wrong" 
10:26 ibrake4insects: Cool Carlos!  really appreciate all your 
work! 
10:26 nemollyfan: debzone, that was the concensus...but some 
disagreed...I say, look for dudley wall art tomorrow 
10:27 posidous: Is this Carlos polictical statement, leaning to 
the Right? 
10:27 ruthrings: simons, I'm in tears 
10:27 owlaboutit: love your idea gandm 
10:27 booklady666: I think they are laughing at us :) 
10:27 EastCoastOwler: First time chatter! Hello everyone! 
10:27 noralee: i have me head leaning over trying to straighten 
things out.  i am getting dizzy 
10:27 mhinckle: You're the man Carlos 
10:27 SM_neighbor: Wonder who ate the mouse?  Must have 
been like a McNugget to these huge owletes 
10:27 La_Mesa_mom: bob that made me crack up -- I was 
thinking the same thing 
10:27 ybhrmark: that is toooo funny janet...... we should.... it 
could be reallly fun.... 
10:27 couleedam: (clap) thank you Carlos!!!! You are certainly 
innovative!!!! 
10:27 lulumomma: lovin this Carlos...ty so much...you do too 
much  
10:27 OwlLuver: I thought earlier the chat thought Dudley was 
transformed by his siblings? 
10:27 carlosroyal: To fix it she would have to get under it and 
raise it up.  
10:27 ruthrings: EastCoastOwler.... we're not usually this 
whacky 
10:27 localevents: Ok, so my question for a long time has 
been... Q: Do the owlets take turns with who makes the nightly, 
all night screech? 
10:27 bbdiva: Welcome to the owlbox Asylum! lol 
10:27 ruthrings: well........ 
10:27 phoons: ha! Janetniu is right!! Pretend like the tilt is 
intentional if anyone asks. 
10:27 mmorrison: Hello EastCoast, you've picked a great night 
to join us! 
10:28 italianmom2: good evening all, ok just came on, I'm 
confused at view??? Explain, please? 
10:28 joym13: Ruth - I'm not so sure about that ;) 
10:28 PhilJustPhil: Good Night Jokers !!! :p 
10:28 AZnester: EastCoast...don't believe ruthrings...we ARE 
this whacky! 
10:28 posidous: ruth tell the truth we are all Crazy here    
hehehe 
10:32 couleedam: so sweet to see them call out to Molly & 
McGee....mousie looked like Molly talons  LOL 
10:32 italianmom2: whats that sound? are you sure they 
haven't been beamed up to outerspace? 
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10:32 posidous: Phoons be care dont get a traffic ticket, they 
will card you 
10:33 ruthrings: I haven't laughed this hard in years. Did you all 
see simons comment that the inside box looked like a 
colonoscopy. Funniest thing I ever heard. 
10:33 phoons: points for simons! 
10:33 AmethystCat: Simons...clearer of sinus's and a few 
bladders 
10:33 gandm: No, didn't see it ruthrings and that is REALLY 
funny!!!!!! 
10:33 califms: Colonoscopy....oh, not good! 
10:33 AZnester: that one's got to go in the book, ruthrings! 
10:33 lindalsw: Has simons ever seen a colonoscopy? 
10:33 couleedam: maybe simons is a proctowlogist  lol 
10:34 OwlLuver: by the time fledging comes molly may have 
rearranged again or McGee may hire his personal contractor, 
Mr. Carlos for an additonal remodel! 
10:34 beejaymc: Simons - rotflmaf 
10:34 beautifulchef: Eastcoast- how big will the carving be? 
10:34 simons635: Ladies & Gentlemen..... now we have the 
Colonoscopy Picture-in-Picture Camera!!! SWEET!!!!!!;) 
10:34 Janetniu: Looks like Molly delivered a mousy morsel - just 
like a furry hors d'oeuvre 
10:34 ruthrings: Ok... so my archive just grew by pages and 
pages.  
10:34 italianmom2: no, I have weird music also--it's loud, and I 
can also hear the owlettes slightly! 
10:34 sisufinn: cowlnocopy 
10:34 La_Mesa_mom: Simons you're making me cry and cough 
from laughing so hard 
10:34 VeeTX: the nest in the pip DID look like a colonoscopy 
screen!!!! 
10:34 EastCoastOwler: I'm in Mass. The carving will have to be 
BIG unless I do an owlet :) 
10:34 gandm: Funniest night ever! 
10:35 grlsctldr: haven't laughed so hard since Molly and the 
rabbit, and the live mouse 
10:35 localevents: Someone has the mouse under his/her talon 
at the front. 
10:35 JKITTYFOX: Cowlonostopy! 
10:35 owlsmomc: Nice view of Boltz tonight. 
10:35 caldybg: lol 
10:35 stargazer22887: jkitty... cute.. 
10:35 phoons: Wow... you folks are reaching into the bowels 
for your jokes 
10:35 OwlLuver: Jkitty lol! 
10:35 AZnester: I'm on the west coast and was thinking I was 
tired...you East coasters are bonafide night owls! 
10:35 simons635: Sorry La Mesa Mom!!! lolololol 
10:35 AmethystCat: LOL phoons uh ewwww 
10:35 debzone: one of the babies was chewing on boltz earlier 
11:21 labsnabys: I see a polyp, simons...oh wait, that's a hork 
11:21 italianmom2: elephant, didn't you see the picture! 
11:26 bevstuff16: a Powlyp? 
11:38 sundance675: Thanks for sharing  Simmons TMI 
11:39 ruthrings: sundance, do you know what simons is 
referring to? 
11:40 sundance675: What else if his colon is now active 
11:40 jodimaher: Hey there's a bolt in your colon 

11:40 simons635: I am a SHE!!!! not a HE!!! Geesh!!  
11:41 Shari_In_Memphis: can't tell from your ( : ) simons ;) 
11:41 ruthrings: sundance... Simon made a  joke here earlier in 
the evening and everyone carried it on and on that the inside 
camera looked like a colonoscopy. 
11:42 Shari_In_Memphis: colon = :   ;) 
11:42 patti43221: ruth, I can see that!  LOL 
11:42 jeandiata: ok...everyone stop talking - I have take a 
break!  ;o) 
11:42 ruthrings: new emoticon?   (:) 
11:42 ruthrings: oh that didn't work 
11:43 debzone: so sundance when she said her colon was 
active now it meant that the owlets were active now 
11:43 jodimaher: lovin to see in the box !!! awesome 
11:43 simons635: I had no idea I swallowed all those owls!! 
When did that happen??? 
11:43 KnowBody: simons... LOLOLOL 
11:43 bevstuff16: simons....you really need to adjust your diet 
lady!!! 
11:43 simons635: I know right?? 
11:43 bevstuff16: yyyyep 
11:43 simons635: must eat more Veggies!!! 
11:43 debzone: simons, thats what happens when you swallow 
eggs whole--they hatch! 
11:43 patti43221: simons, leave our owlets alone!!!! 
11:43 jodimaher: did you know [phoons twice REMOVED by 
jodimaher]  ha ha ha  
11:43 Shari_In_Memphis: one word Simons...  activia 
11:43 simons635: Activia!!!! LOLololol 
11:44 Largomet: bevs...I told Simons she has a rare condition of 
"fuzzy polyps". 
11:44 simons635: I am the new Jamie Lee Curtis!! 
11:44 bobdmac: Dang, Simons! Is your colonoscopy still the 
topic here? 
11:44 patti43221: seems like its getting realllly late and some of 
us are getting kinda punch drunk here! 
11:44 bobdmac: It's going to be a long night, I think 
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PHOONS’ WORD GAME 
 
12:28 phoons: Whenever... 
12:28 PZooooooo: whatever 
12:28 AmethystCat: however 
12:29 phoons: dang 
12:29 debzone: whereever 
12:29 AmethystCat: ding 
12:29 phoons: let's try this again:      
12:29 PZooooooo: ha ha! 
12:29 gizmodog: ever 
12:29 phoons: Sometimes, ... 
12:29 AmethystCat: anytime 
12:29 phoons: dang 
12:29 jeriiW: I've only got two sipa(gulps) left of Champange 
anfd must slumber for ride tomorrow!. 
12:29 AmethystCat: ding 
12:29 PZooooooo: everytime 
12:29 gizmodog: evermore 
12:29 AmethystCat: ooooooooo good one giz 
12:29 PZooooooo: nevermore 
12:29 AmethystCat: and pz 
12:29 starrynite8: nervermind 
12:29 AmethystCat: whatever 
12:29 debzone: neveragain 
12:29 berluv: lol 
12:30 gizmodog: never say never 
12:30 PZooooooo: I like Nervermind 
12:30 PZooooooo: never say nerver 
12:30 debzone: lol 
12:30 berluv: whomever 
12:30 ratdawgg: Neverland? 
12:30 AmethystCat: boy ain't that the truth giz 
12:30 gizmodog: never say always 
12:30 AmethystCat: that might get you arrested 
12:30 debzone: ladies and gentlemen, we are now entering the 
punchy phase of the evening.... 
12:30 PZooooooo: yes, giz.  good advice 
12:30 gizmodog: lol 
12:30 phoons: ah, weary me; someone say Shakespeare four 
times so I can leave abruptly.  Thanks gang! See you another 
night :) 
12:30 debzone: aww  phoons 
12:30 starrynite8: yes, and welcome to it! 
12:30 AmethystCat: phoons 
12:30 PZooooooo: four times... real fast? 
12:30 ratdawgg: Watching them from the inside, it appears 
that the same two are getting all the food. 
12:31 debzone: dooooonnnnnnnn't gooooo 
12:31 gizmodog: sounds like my older siblings 
12:31 berluv: yea teh two oldest and strongest get the most 
food then so on and so forth 
12:31 phoons: okay I'm here 
12:31 debzone: yay! 
12:31 phoons: ha! 
12:31 debzone: (nuts) 
12:31 berluv: but they have been bring enough food most 
nights for all four 

TwoCatsMom stands by quietly as the women beg phoons to 
stay 
12:31 phoons: okay debzone ((nuts)) 
12:31 PZooooooo: ha ha!  begging: it works every time!  Never 
say nerver!  ;) 
12:31 phoons: Debzone, let's form a sentence:  Sometimes, 
12:32 berluv: I 
12:32 starrynite8: oh  phoons, puhleeze don't go 
12:32 debzone: when we touch 
12:32 phoons: the stars... 
12:32 berluv: go nova 
12:32 gizmodog: phoons. go, stay...whatever 
12:32 berluv: ll ni ght 
12:32 PZooooooo: "Every time you go away...."  (8) 
12:32 debzone:  our dreams 
12:32 AmethystCat: lol giz 
12:32 phoons: spread like the 
12:32 jeriiW: Phoons is our..."starry, Starry..nite! 
12:32 starrynite8: you take a piece of me with youuuu 
12:32 Shari_In_Memphis: and stink 
12:32 ruthrings: I'm going to miss the owl, but I'm going to miss 
you guys more! 
12:33 debzone:  shining moments 
12:33 phoons: of 
12:33 gizmodog: feelings mutual ruth 
12:33 Shari_In_Memphis: peanut butter 
12:33 debzone: all 
12:33 phoons: ruth, yep, that's what this has been. good stuff 
12:33 phoons: eternity, which 
12:33 debzone: looms ever 
12:34 Shari_In_Memphis: in the bowels 
12:34 phoons: when two hearts 
12:34 ruthrings: rofl 
12:34 jeriiW: ."Why do Birds, suddenly appear?...Everytime, 
You are near?....Waaah, Waaah, waaahhhhdadada.......close to 
you!" Oh ...o 
12:34 PZooooooo: beat as one? 
12:34 debzone: such as ours 
12:34 phoons: (fanning self) 
12:34 phoons: have 
12:34 PZooooooo: oh, pho.... 
12:34 Shari_In_Memphis: have pie 
12:34 debzone: (flame) 
12:34 phoons: lol 
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CARLOS LEFT THE HOUSE MIKE ON 
 
11:40 ratdawgg: sound 
11:40 MmeButterfly: starry, if we say nothing, the page won't 
be blank, it'll stay like it is. SOUND  
11:40 MollyWatcher8: sound 
11:40 LunaciousD: sound, carlos 
11:40 jeandiata: sound 
11:40 DonnaL55: sound 
11:40 whatahoot: sound 
11:40 simplyjustbecca: Clowney that was the worst idea ever. 
11:40 lolalazo: (clap) sound 
11:40 KimGorman: I'm just glad Carlos doesn't hum something 
like ABBA  
11:40 sporkym: Sound 
11:40 bbdiva: clowney needs to go to the corner lol 
11:40 litlvxn: sound 
11:40 starrynite8: sound 
11:40 gizmodog: silence 
11:40 byrdlady21: sound 
11:40 mbraat: sound plrase 
11:40 clowney: sound 
11:40 Xeethea: lol 
11:40 flowerladytoo: He must have the door open I can hear 
faint owl sounds 
11:40 simplyjustbecca: hahahah 
11:40 birdwatchlove: sound 
11:40 stargazer22887: sound 
11:40 jazgr8: Too funny  
11:40 judymo9: (((((((((SOUND}}}}}}}}} 
11:40 clowney: if we do this just right, we can make a rhythm 
that might make a good beat, yes? 
11:40 owlsmomc: sound 
11:40 HeleneW: sound 
11:40 clowney: boom  
11:40 angowleyez: lolol   
11:40 clowney: boom 
11:40 clowney: sound 
11:40 clowney: boom sound boom 
11:40 KarenLuvsNature: feel the love in the room 
11:40 OoltewahTN: silence 
11:40 tabbymom1: sound 
11:40 lajollaseal: sound 
11:40 jadeblueyes: sound 
11:40 kpanda: sound 
11:41 clowney: Team Soundcheck!   
11:41 jodimaher: sound 
11:41 Owlsrock: :::cricket cricket::: 
11:41 mrsmmf: sound 
11:41 luvs2bassfish: sound 
11:41 jogray: just dropped in. are two out right now? 
11:41 ChinaDoll50: sound 
11:41 KnowBody: Sound please. 
11:41 JillD2001: i have no sound, didnt earlier either 
11:41 jkeller23: sound 
11:41 Ketaki: sound, boom bada boom, sound 
11:41 Frankay: tinkle 
11:41 simplyjustbecca: ::click:: 
11:41 bbdiva: yes jogray 

11:41 BriLynn1990: i find it quite entertaining that carlos 
doesnt know he's on the mic 
11:41 donna62: Sound 
11:41 tailpeaces: Sound, please??????? 
11:41 luv4molly: boom chucka laca, boom chucka laka 
11:41 MmeButterfly: Carlos, sound, please. 
11:41 clowney: ((((Carlos breathing)))) 
11:41 KimGorman: scrreeetch 
11:41 MollyWatcher8: sound chaka laka 
11:41 starrynite8: sound 
11:41 joisey38: Is that Max in the tree? 
11:41 bbdiva: ok ok.. enough of "sound" 
11:41 ChippeyK-1: (8) 
11:41 sporkym: OK, now the word sound looks really weird. 
11:41 gizmodog: phttt 
11:41 Joanne51: no sound for us carlos..your mic is still on 
11:41 whatahoot: sound check 
11:41 lolalazo: lol  Luv4 
11:41 snoopy42: sound sound sound  
11:41 bbdiva: he isnt watching chat at the moment obviously 
11:41 DandiLion: TAKE the slow mode OFF - we can flood it 
with sound! 
11:41 maggieram: NOW would be A good time to "Worry"  ..... 
11:41 byrdlady21: Yes, jog you can see them 
11:41 clowney: i wish i had video of this chat. 
11:41 Boeds: zounds 
11:41 gandm: time out for clowney....actually it was a good 
idea.....yoo hoo Carlos..... 
11:41 mbraat: I bet he's outside taking pictures 
11:41 nadasha1916: clowney so do I:) 
11:41 jillianc: is that carlos' tv? 
11:41 litlvxn: how bout mods pause chat and all the mods just 
use the blue to get noticed....use the same phrase over and 
over for a while 

.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CASTING THE OWL MOVIE 
 
8:30 TranqlMyst: dryfuss would be EXCELLENT!! 
8:30 weeones: Good question, owls maybe? Trained ones? I 
didn't think it thru, though I do think they will do a movie, with 
12 million people caring...I'm just saying 
8:31 pduncan: Carlos is alot better looking than Dreyfus!! 
8:31 suzie58: i really think dreyfus would be a great match  
8:31 thrush5: and Meryl Streep as Donna 
8:31 ruthiesmom2: Michael Keaton : D 
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8:31 DotRot: Michael J. Fox could do the voice of one of the 
owls - but who should do the voice of Molly?  I kinda like the 
idea of Betty White doing Molly 
3:32 weeones: Jason alexader? funny, like Carlos 
3:32 simplyjustbecca:  betty white 
3:32 suzie58: betty white would rock as molly  ha ha ha   now 
with that snl special behind her   
3:32 simplyjustbecca: but shouldnt molly be younger 
3:32 thrush5: but who would play phoons??? 
3:32 simplyjustbecca: she is a young mother owl! 
3:33 VeeTX-1: Either Richard Dryfess or Jason Alexander! Does 
Carlos know we're planning a M&M movie?  We'll tell him 
later! 
3:33 TwoTreeFor: glenn close...jennifer tilly 
3:33 pduncan: George Clooney 
3:33 Thimblemoss: What part are we casting? 
3:33 simplyjustbecca: george clooney as mcgee? 
3:33 weeones: I would think the chatters would be mentioned, 
Phoon, Phil's, all you guys 
3:33 A2cat: shaun Connery...I don't care that he is older, he is a 
hunk! 
3:33 suzie58: betty white could handle it     who are the voices 
in homeward bound  sally field?  maybe bruce willis?  they 
could do the owlets' voices 
3:34 ruthiesmom2: Alec Balwin = Magee + Meryl Streep Molly 
+Dennis Quaid both Eric & ...lol 
3:34 thrush5: Russell Crowe as McGee 
3:34 TranqlMyst: Mike Myers as Wesley!!!! 
3:34 ruthrings: I like Russell Crowe for mcGee 
3:34 pduncan: We want the best to play Carlos - Tom Hanks 
3:34 rsl4us: <-----as Boltz 
3:35 simplyjustbecca: Who would play little miss pattison? 
3:35 Thimblemoss: That "Dude, Where's My Car?" actor for 
Wesley. 
3:35 DotRot: I agree pduncan! 
3:35 weeones: pdcan YES of course! 
3:35 catwhitten: Julia luis for one of the girlss dreyfus 
3:35 ruthrings: lol  rsl4us 
3:35 kiko2091: elvis as Dudley 
3:35 thrush5: I'll play a Hork 
3:35 posidous: and carlos as carlos aint no replacement there 
3:36 DotRot: Who will play Burgh!??? 
3:42 DotRot: There are so many characters to cast - the 
killdeer, Cassie and Jackson, the nasty old crow, the rooster, 
the coyotes, Rufus, Polez . . . 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE FAST DOUBLE HORK 

CONVERSATION 
 
1:39 clowney: You know, it's this CHAT ROOM that's 
responsible for so many of us missing the horks! 
1:39 LeroyCharles: no real warning 
1:39 satxgrandma: Me either, design.  I’ve been watching 
hours and hours and even when I'm watching, I miss the 
horks. 
1:39 NightFeather: That was a 2 sec hork! 
1:39 TyrolKat: I missed a hork?  That's what I get for 
posting - lol.  I have yet to see one live 
1:39 luvlav2: yes, clowney, but you can't make a rug outta 
one of those 
1:39 LeroyCharles: he must have heard me asking for the 
blessing of a hork 
1:39 luvlav2: I sense a little hork envy going on  
1:39 maggieram: Our Horkers are the cutest Horkers yet! 
1:40 CRosie: They start with what looks like a yawn. 
1:40 missy_mollyville: That was a fast HORK! Now Wes is 
thinking whether he should dissect it or not... 
1:40 maryjozwi: He does look a little pleased with 
himself. 
1:40 CRosie: Look at Wes. I think therefore I hork. 
1:40 sdsurfchick: Leroy made it happen; the tao of Leroy 
1:40 NightFeather: that hork had such a gentle thump! 
1:41 dncrovlife: Carlos, we need "I've seen a HORK" 
button ! 
1:41 senyome: I hork, therefore I am 
1:41 cllj: hork better than a squirt 
1:41 luvlav2: after a good hork, I like to take a nap too 
1:41 LadyLaura1: Love Me Love My Horks.. 
1:41 BugGirl: New Dr Seuss book:Hork on Pork. "tell me 
Wes, how would you hork? I would hork with a fork after 
eating pork, even if my sibs called me a dork!" 
1:41 maggieram: You ain't seen nutin till ya seen a 
HORK... 
1:41 dymc: idk for some reason all natural owl functions 
elicit such grand response from chatters 
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TO CARLOS AND DONNA ROYAL & ALL WHO HELPED WITH THE OWL BOX 

WITH MUCH APPRECIATION - FROM OWL OF YOUR FANS!!!! 

Carlos and Donna Royal, put a box in their yard one day. 

Not knowing what would happen, or If owls would come and stay, 

Then low and behold the day really came, and bonding there would be. 

And Carlos turned the cameras on, for all the world to see. 

This amazing story of nature, unfolded before our eyes. 

6 eggs were laid though only 4, would become our cute little guys. 

Max and Pattison, Austin and Wesley, the most precious little things. 

And let’s not forget little Dudley, he never hatched to spread his wings. 

People tuned in from around the world, to watch this amazing event. 

And MOD became the ailment, that those watching would lament. 

Much time was spent from each person’s life, but richer they were for it. 

For sharing these moments with each other, simply put was something euphoric. 

Let’s not forget the sacrifice made, though I’m sure that Carlos would disagree. 

But keeping us all online and updated, was really not a simple breeze. 

Thank you Carlos, and Donna and Austin, for everything that you do. 

And while we’re at it I think the mods, need a great big thank you too. 

So many people, so much dedication, an incredible thing to share. 

How so many folks came together, to show that they really do care. 

With technology soaring and people needing, something good to focus upon. 

There’ll be many more boxes and much more excitement, and life will carry on. 

But we’ll all look back to the beginning, The Owl Box that Carlos did start 

And Molly and McGee will forever be, the most famous owls in our heart. 
 

By OwlFan1 

 

POETRY 
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WESLEY IN THE OWL BOXWESLEY IN THE OWL BOXWESLEY IN THE OWL BOXWESLEY IN THE OWL BOX    

Day after day, you have fussed and fretted 
Oh, my you say is he OK? 
Well here is a news flash  

Straight from the Owl Box! 
You don’t have to worry about me 

I have Molly and Leggs McGee. 
But even as I have grown 

You have continued to moan, 
Wesley, the baby of the family. 

You have forgotten something so very special 
Max has always had my back! 

Soon my time is at hand 
When out of the box I will climb 

Living proof that I have grown strong 
And I will proudly land 

On Carlos’s Fledge Ledge. 
I will learn to hunt and fly. 
Then before you know it 
 I will spread my wings . 

And with a gasp 
I will fly away to start a new. 

Me little Wesley,  
from the family 

Of Molly and Leggs McGee. 
 

By (OwlyKats) 
I wrote this poem after Wesley’s afternoon face plant on the left.  That day the other Owlets were 
stepping all over him.  The buzz in the chat was that there was something wrong with poor Wesley.  

However, he was famously known for his afternoon face plants. 
Look at Wesley now on the right what grown up owl he is becoming. 

 

Wesley afternoon Face Plant – 5-3-10 – Is he Alive? 

   

Wesley in front – 5-17-10 – See, I’ve grown!! 
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(DotRot wrote many limericks. She is posting them on her 
own FREE e-book. But several are included here. 
 
In an owl box high in the air,  
Live Molly and her four babies fair. 
Does it make us all dorks, 
that we enjoy watching horks? 
 No, heck. It's just beautiful to share.   
                       By DotRots 
 
 
OwlFan1 

Hush little owlets don't you fret,  
momma's gonna bring you a big fat rat,  
and if that rat doesn't do the trick,  
daddy's going to bring you a headless rabbit!!!! 
 
 
jennymcc: Max's limerick:  
I'm a hungry owlet named Max and ... um ... what's a 
limerick?" 
 
 
There once was an owl named Molly,  
who looks quite melancholy.  
What she doesn't know, 
as she puts on a show,  
She makes all of us MOD people jolly!   
By FredFlintstone 
 
 
hockeymom87:  
There once was anOwl named Molly.. 
 Whose 4 babies made the whole world jolly, 
 they could eat a whole mouse 
shred their pellets in their house, 
 and everyone said Good Golly 
 
 
 

 bckingus: 
 We never knew each other until  
We started watching the same drama  
Classic, timeless - 
A family of owls,  
 A community of us 
 
 
liquidzic: There once was an owl box in San Marcos, 
 put up by a gentleman named Carlos 
 at first he shared w/ just friends,  
 now there's millions of them, 
 now we love to watch Molly feed kids rabbit tacos 
 
 
OwlFan1 

I know an owl and her name’s Molly,  
oh Molly you’re the best.   
She has a mate and his names McGee,  
he guards the babies nest.   
Four little owlets growing up healthy,  
so very cool you bet.   
The Royals rock for all they’ve done here,  
so we could watch it on the net. 
 
 
BaldwinCountyJ: 
Max & Patti & Austin & Wes /  
Lived in mom Molly's barn owl nest /  
Eating mice with aplomb /  
Served by McGee, "da bomb," /  
All the mods think this family's the best! 
 
There once was an owl named Molly 
Who lived near a forest called Holly. 
McGee was her mate; 
We all stayed up late. 
Her babies made everyone jolly. 
 
There once was an owl provider; 
McGee was a fabulous father. 
Max and Pattison, 
Wesley and Austin, 
Daily got bigger and stronger.  
            By twokeesathmi 
 
 
OwlFan1 

Molly and McGee are sitting in a tree,  
k   i   s   s   I   n   g,  
first comes love, then comes bonding  
and then comes weeks of endless hunting. 
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litlvxn: Roses are red,  
Violets are blue 
Max likes to hork up huge pellets, 
howzabout you??? 
 
 
There once were some serious MODs/ 
Whose minds were out of their bods/ 
 For watching some owls/ 
 For weeks while they howl/. 
I ask you, now what are the odds?  
                     By ruthrings 
 
 
OwlFan1 

Oh look at us how cute are we.  
Standing tall for the world to see.    
Our fluffs a mess, we have dingle berries.    
Our Mohawks are ragged, we’re sure not cute fairies.  
But we are the best little owlets ever  
and hope that the memories you’ll always treasure. 
 
 
jmccreary: 
There once was a man named Carlos, 
Who lived in a home in San Marcos. 
He loved his flocks so he put up a box,  
with camera views to follow. 
 Along came two barn owls  
 they were lovely fowls! 
 After a two year wait,  
 they began to mate,  
And the coyotes began to howl. 
 
 
McGee a splendid provider,  

and sometimes a rodeo rider, 

brings rodents unending,  

but the one mouse pretending,  

said "I'm gone so I won't be inside her!"   Jenny 

McClintock on Facebook 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DotRot: 
 They're clumsy and they're silly. 
 They fall down willy-nilly. 
 They're bunnies., No not really. 
 They're the owlets we all love. Ba-da-ba-boom! 
 
 
OwlFan1 

Somewhere over the owl box Molly flies…. 
somewhere under the owl box mice are crying no not I. 
 
 
Flukestail 

There once was an owl named Max 
 The oldest and head of the pack, 
      He stood by the door,  
     Waiting for more,  
Cause flying wings he still did lack. :) 
 
 
iOWLAMollyfans: My 11yr olds: 
Here comes Peter Cottontail 
Hopping down the bunny trail. 
McGee swoops to the ground 
And gulps the head down, 
His family gets the rest, 
But McGee gets the best. 
So much for Peter Cottontail 
 
Jessica McCreary  on facebook 
A little limerick: 
There once was a man named Carlos, 
Who lived in a home in San Marcos. 
He loved his flocks, so he put up a box,  
with camera views to follow. 
 
Along came two barn owls. 
My, they were lovely fowls! 
After a two year wait, they began to mate,  
And the coyotes began to howl. 
 
While the owls began their dreaming, 
He placed it on live streaming. 
Molly and McGee, as content as can be, 
and Carlos and his wife were beaming. 
 
There once was an owl named Molly.  
 Her owlets made us so jolly.   
She'd send out a call  
to feed them all  
and with Mcgee there was no folly. By SairySue 
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liquidzic:  
Molly to McGee 
My owl flew over the grass field 
 my owl flew over a tree 
 my owl flew over our owlbox  
and brought back a bunny for me!  
 
 
jazgr8: There once was a dude named Carlos,  
He hooked up some Owls in San Marcos.   
The Owls started hatching,  
Lots of rodents they snatching.   
While the world watched along in psychosis. 
 
 
jazgr8: There once was an Owl named Molly,  
A mother of 4 she was jolly.  
Her husband McGee,  
spends his days in a tree.   
Then he visits at night and Oh Golly! 
 
 
OwlFan1 

From near and far the chatters came, 
the owls sure drew a crowd. 
And Molly & McGee were great to watch, 
of them we sure were proud. 
The owlets grew before our eyes, 
those very precious little things. 
All healthy, safe and ready now, 
to spread their little wings. 
 
 

Poem by BaldwinC:  
Owl motherhood's Molly's strong suit- 
4 strong owlets and "wowl!" they are cute.- 
She has taught them to swallow- 
Hunting class will soon follow- 
Watch out, mice! Molly's kids are astute 
 
 
DotRot: 
I've always thought raw meat was yucky,  
 But now, I consider myself lucky  
 To see this sweet soul  
 Swallow a big rabbit whole. 
  It's somehow just peachy and ducky! 
 
cherrywinered:  
Ode 2 Molly & Mc Gee: 
 U bring so much pleasure 2 all & 2 me..  
and it's hard 4 r family & others 2 c  
that we've let go the dishes and laundry with glee..  
2 enjoy your beautiful family 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poem by BaldwinC:  
Owl motherhood's Molly's strong suit- 
4 strong owlets and "wowl!" they are cute.- 
She has taught them to swallow- 
Hunting class will soon follow- 
Watch out, mice! Molly's kids are astute 
 
 
“Love to eat them mousies, 
 Mousies what I love to eat. 
 Bite they little heads off…  
Nibble on they tiny feet.”—B. Kliban 
 
 
boomer819:  
An owl named Molly has become quite a star.. 
with millions watching from homes near and far.. 
   .with her babies and McGee,    
    they have become the world's family.. 
drawing people together in love, not war. 
 
 
OWLBuff: Roses are red, 
 violets are blue,  
good golly miss Molly..  
 we sure do love you 
 
 
melepenton:  
There once was an owl box so big,  
Molly could Yoga and dance a fine jug.  
But the owlets they grew  
as they dined on mouse stew,  
now there's not even room for just two!   
                                                        For Dot! 
 
 
OwlFan1 

Dudley oh Dudley where for art thou,  
back in a corner in a sweet little bow.   
Surrounded by fuzz balls all shedding their fluff,  
getting more and more covered in all of that stuff. 
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ORHorkFan:  
There once was a chatter named DotRot.  
With rhyming she was a true hotshot.  
The limericks we saw 
all kept us in awe,  
and we all really loved her a lot lot. 
 
 
litlvxn: Ode to Dudley:  
Twas once an owlet to be.   
Alas a decoration is he.   
Many a pellet is his friend,  
a friend till the end.  
 He has company in the corner,  
don't be a mourner.  
A wonderful memory he 
 
 
MmeButterfly:  

Have you seen our young owlet named Max? / 
Little mousies are his midnight snacks. / 
It's not yet his habit / 
To swallow a rabbit /  
But rodents had better make tracks! 
 
 
okiegal2: Mirror Mirror on the wall, who is the most 
famouse Owl of all 
 
 
DotRot: 
 Poor Little Dudley. You still seem so real.  
Who'd think "just an egg" would help us all deal  
With our fears and our sorrows?  
You gave faith for tomorrow  
And taught us that hope is so wondrous to feel. 
 
 
Good night moon, and good night owls, gotta go and feed 
my jowls... 
 

joym13: Molly Molly  mo Molly, banana fanna fo molly, 
me my mo Molly - Molly! 
 
 
OwlFan1 

Clowney, man he’s our Dude 
 we need a cute pic to set the mood!   
Phoons, buddy he’s a blast 
his puppet shows make us laugh!  
And all the Blue Suits so delightful, 
 hanging with us keeps it insightful! <3 
 
Pzooooo is great and has Pzazzzzz!    
Orbeach is ready for fun time razzzzz!   
Dot’s the mom of Chatterchops,  
Chatter loves to watch babies hop! 
 
Vacadude he creates cartoons, 
keeps us laughing like a bunch of loons!   
And Carlos & Donna what would we do,  
we wouldn’t have this if not for You!!!!!! 
 
 
matissesmom:  
Four owlets in an Owl House,  
Feasting on mice & WRABBITS,  
Sir Carlos brought them to us,  
Now it's a World Wide Habbit!!!! 
  
 
3 boomer819:  
Poor little Dudley speaks nary a word... 
seldom seen and never heard. 
.doesnt have to worry about getting food,  
or worry about all the rest of the brood. 
..and to me he is still quite the special bird. 
 
 
litlvxn: 
 " Rock-a-bye Molly on a tall pole,  
when McGee comes he might bring a vole,  
when a neck breaks an owlet will dine,  
and Carlos will smile since everything's fine”   
 
 
janetnie: haiku for Dudley 
Five eggs in the nest 
Yet one not to rest In the box 
With owlets four 
 
 
mandyzhere: Owlets....fluffy, fleecy, flossy. Screechy, 
shrieky, shrill....owls. 
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Jazgr8 

There once was an owlet named Austin.   
People watched him from Cairo to Boston.   
He sat by the door  
and wondered all more, 
 how much is this web show a'costin' 
    
 
Moon Birdy:   
When my sunset arrives.. 
When light of this life is gone.... 
Let my spirit take flight.. 
on the wings of an owl. 
.to a twilight unknown. 
 
 
OwlFan1 

Clowney Rocks and Phoons a blast,  
all the Mods have incredible class.   
What would we do without you here,  
just wouldn’t be the same in here I fear!!!!!  
 
 
twokeesathmi:  
Here's my challenge haiku for you:   
Restless natives screech /  
Dinner's late /  
Hurry, M & M! 
 
 
sundance675: McGee to Molly  
Tell me about love my love,  
tell me as friends talk about the weather  
and I will lift your smallest talon  
to my beak and laugh 
 
 
sueconner:  
Fly, fly, fly away,you let me fly so high. 
Oh, fly, fly,so high against the sky,  
 
so high I almost touch the sky.T 
hank you, thank you, thank God for you, 
the wind beneath my wings. 
 
 
janetniu: Haiku for new feathers: 
 New adult feathers,  
softly edged, liquid silver,  
wings take to the sky 
 
 
 
 

OwlFan1: 
He was there the other day.... 
hanging out in his corner.... 
then Wes cuddled up with him... 
they Love their brother!! 
 
 
OwlFan1:  

My bologna has a 1st name its m o u s e.  
My bologna has a 2nd name its r a b i t. 
 If u ask me why I say, 
 I love to eat them everyday,  
cause Mice and Rabits have a way,  
of being the most bestest prey! 
 
 
jennymcc: 

 McGee is a splendid provider /  
and sometimes a rodeo rider /  
brings dead rodents unending /  
but one mouse pretending / 
 said "I'm gone! So I won't be inside her!" 
 
 
OwlFan1: 

 There once was an owl named Molly,  
who's brood was fantastically jolly.... 
though loud now and then, 
 especially when,  
they waited for dad they were growly! 
 
 
DotRot: 

ChatterChops loves Molly with all of her might 
She watches all day and half of the night. 
 She chortles with glee  
 And says, "She look at me!" 
 She's made many new friends from the left and the right. 
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OwlFan1:  
Molly & McGee out sittin’ in a tree,  
listening for a rodent that they can’t see.   
From the box there comes a screech, 
hungry little owlets are waitin’ for a treat.   
Then swoops Molly to grab a rat,  
babies are hoping it’s big and fat.   
McGee’s turn now what will he get,  
oh boy here comes a headless rabbit!!!!!  
All is well as you can see, babies are happy  
– thanks to Molly & McGee. 
 
 
OwlLuver:  
When Wesley sleeps laying down,  
I really think it's sweet  
and it allows us to hang on to the baby side  
of being an owlette. 
I was blessed to see Wesley hatch. 
 
 
DotRot 

BurghRoots, Dette, Sophie and all of the mods  
Do such a good job of dealing with clods.  
They give trolls the boot  
And they're also quite cute 
(But don't let them know. 
They'll think they are gods.) 
 
 
BaldwinCountyJ:  
Must see! Sweet 1/1 with a view,  
The gag shag throughout is all new,  
Entry upgrades add flair,  
When approaching by air,    
Home cam system is included, too. 
 
 
M0LLY:  
There once was an egg called Dudley,  
who we thought would turn out studley,  
but the silly egghead,  
chose to stay in bed,  
and now he's not even cuddly. 

Janetniu: Haiku for Molly:  
Mother Molly sweet,  
Warmed the eggs  
then owlet's hatched, 
 Now she brings them prey 
 
 
OwlFan1 

Wesley, dear Wesley such a ragged little birdie, 
constantly looking so scruffy and dirty. 
Soon it’s your turn to shed your fuzz, and show your true 
beauty to all of us.   
 
 
Ruthrings: 
There is a fine poet called Dot 
With the sort-of-odd last name of Rot 
Her limericks are great; 
She has sixty-eight 
We’ve really enjoyed them a lot! 
 
 
angowleyez: haiku: 
 I live, breathe the kids. 
 Soon they will move on. 
 Love always sticks around 
 
 
OwlFan1: 
Here I am broken hearted,  
owlets fledging already started.  
Flapping wings too quickly be gone,  
amazing event so soon will be done.  
Royal’s so dear, we thank you much.  
So many lives so truly touched. 
 
 
fellini123:  
There once was an owl named Molly,  
Whose babies were really quite jolly,  
They sweaked and they squacked,  
but never fought, 
 some called them Carlos's folly 
 
 
 
jazgr8:  
There once was an Owlette named Max,  
he chowed on mice in stacks. 
 One night he was eatin',  
Wesley said "hey you're cheatin",  
he said you're view is your own, not the facts. 
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* Jazgr8 
There once was an eye in a box,  
that at first just took photos of rocks.  
Then those rocks became babies,  
 yep no if’s and’s or maybes,  
they were Owls from their heads to their socks. 
  
 
* Jazgr8 
There once was an Owlet named Austin, people watched 
him from Cairo to Boston. 
The third born of four,  
 he was cute to the core,  
even though every night was exhaustin’. 
  
 
OwlFan1 - Ode to the Fledging Owlets!!!! 
Once upon a time, in a box far away – there landed 2 
owls, named Molly & McGee  
6 eggs were laid, but one got ate – and one didn’t hatch, 
it was such a sad fate. 
4 sweet little owlets, we’ve watched closely grow – and 
Carlos & Donna put on a great show. 
Now today they’re fledging, and beginning to fly – which 
is leaving us sit here, and starting to cry. 
We got so attached, to such cute little things – and soon 
we’ll have nothing, but our fond memories. 
They’ll be off flying, the box they will leave – and 
somehow I know, that we’re all going to grieve. 
 
 
* Jazgr8 

The night came and one started fledging, 
 it began with a foot on the ledging.  
 He stepped out on the perch,  
 then he started to lurch,  
and the chatters debated with hedging. 
  
 
* Jazgr8 
If you put up a box on a stick,  
sometimes you will find there’s a trick.      
Mother Nature might find it,  
make you stay home to mind it,  
but at least you still get this lim’rick. 
 
OwlFan1 

One little owlet up on the roof,  
flappin’ and a dancin’  that cute little poof!   
Stretchin’ those wings, so soon to fly,  
waitin’ for the other precious cutie pies. 
 
 
 

OwlFan1 

Two little owlets hopping back and forth,  
one on the roof and one on the porch.   
So much fun for us to see,  
oh how proud are Molly & McGee. 
 
 
OwlFan1 

Three little owlets now flying free, 
Hopping on the roof and jumping in the trees. 
One little owlet still to go, 
What could possibly top this show! 
 
 
OwlFan1 

Four little owlets out on the ledge, 
Oh my gosh they’ve all now fledged. 
Soon they’ll all be flying free, 
Looking so much like Molly & McGee. 
 
OwlFan1 

How many folks does it take to keep it fun in here?   
One Clown, one Phoon, one Orb with Pzooooo,   
a Chatterchops with a loving Dot,  
and a bunch of blue suits so it doesn’t stop! 
 
 
* Jazgr8 
I bought a computer for workin’,  
but soon I found myself shirkin’.  
The reason you see,  
 was four Owls near a tree, 
 now I spend half the day just a lurkin’. 
 
 

CalebsNanny: 
Molly would be out in a tree, 
Resting from a very big nigh, 
Her babies are leaving, 
But she’ll not be grieving 
As long as they manage first flight. 
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WHO’S ON FIRST? 
 
11:31 italianmom2: posidous, that was my question? 
Who is on first? 
11:32 posidous: yes who is on first 
11:32 paula2473: who tossed , who caught, who ran 
home 
11:32 Ms_Dirt: I don't know who is on second 
11:33 italianmom2: ok I'll be the umpire! 
11:33 paula2473: I'd hate to be the umpire for this - 
impossible to call 
11:34 trona1964: No what's on the ledge. 
11:34 smilinsteve12: zorro is in right field 
11:34 ruthrings: itlnmarie...2 good rodents in the owl box 
11:34 trona1964: Dudley is under the fluff 
11:34 OwlFan1: <------thinks Austin is hangin out to keep 
Wes company! 
11:34 mrsmmf: i thought zorro was in left field 
11:34 velvette: A shadow is on the ledge and a small 
branch perch 
11:34 italianmom2: who's on the roof, who's who in the 
doorway, and owllies are arguing for food! 
11:34 upmaine: there is nothing on the ledge except for a 
shadow 
11:34 paula2473: I am whos whats where confused 
11:34 trona1964: no what's in left , who who is on first 
and screech is under the fluff 
11:35 PZooooooo: man, my head's swimmin' 
11:35 OwlFan1: No, Duds under the fluff, hoo hoo is on 
the ledge and screach is in the box. 
11:36 italianmom2: no, boltz is in the box with polz and 
dudley is not left! 
11:36 paula2473: dudley isnt left he is always right 
11:36 italianmom2: no, he definitely is not left 
11:36 trona1964: but boltz  is  on third 
11:36 smilinsteve12: zorro climbing outfield fence into 
bull pen screaming for help 
11:37 KnowBody: What's on second 
11:37 OwlFan1: Ok, but when hoo hoo is on the ledge, 
then shadowz on the box1 
11:37 SB4Vols: I don't know's on third. 
11:37 ruthrings: I don't know's on the ledge 
11:37 mrsmmf: o m g it's Owliver with a hit to center 
field, going going gone 
11:38 SB4Vols: Who's on the ledge? 
11:38 italianmom2: Huh? 
11:38 OwlFan1: No, I don't know's in the palm tree and 
someone's on the ledge, but who's in the box? 
11:38 trona1964: I was just hoping I wasn't the only crazy 
sober one. 

 
 
 
 

 

CHATTERCHOPS’ ALPHABET GAME 
 
10:03 snoogs: chatter...we love love love your games!!! 
you make this a fun place to be!!! 
10:03 FinnWV: Chatterchops love your gamez 
10:04 triciahaley: A = Austin 
10:04 dsnylnkd: B=boltz 
10:05 triciahaley: C= CARLOS 
10:05 googyluvsmolly: D = DONNA 
10:05 hummerfan: D=Dudley. 
10:05 DotRot: E - Eggs 
10:03 chatterchops: guys you like the aphabet game do 
you 
10:03 almondine: absolutely! 
10:06 almondine: F=Fuzz 
10:06 Owleen: F = flybyz 
10:06 Lois777: F=Fledge 
10:06 triciahaley: F= Feather bookmark 
10:06 snoogs: F=floor gunk 
10:06 FinnWV: G = Gamez 
10:06 dymc: g=guts 
10:06 friendtoall: gofer 
10:06 angowleyez: G=Gee, wasn't this fun : ) 
10:06 googyluvsmolly: H= HORK 
10:06 chatterchops: guys  want the aplphet game later 
did 
10:06 alexivyo: M= Max 
10:07 janetniu: O=owlets/owl 
10:07 mollylover: S  squirt 
10:07 rockrose: T=Toe stuff 
10:07 Owleen: T = Tauntz 
10:07 owlsitgoin: T=talons 
10:07 VacaDude: U=Ustream 
10:07 hummerfan: U=  Utterly terrific! 
10:07 angowleyez:  W= windsockz! 
10:07 janetniu; Z=zorro 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Owldendum to Original 

Too Much Fun Chatter to Stop 
Collecting Now! 
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GEE THAT WAS FUN. I'M GLAD I 

WAS PART OF IT. 

10:28 mqinn: Gee wasn't that fun and I was part of it! 
 
10:29 leda35-1: Gee that was fun. I'm glad I was part of it. 
 
10:29 leftylindak: gee that was fun. I am glad i was a part of 
it! 
 
10:29 dandypatch: Gee wasn't that fun and I was part of it! 
Thank you Royals! 
 
10:29 Cpeke: Gee that was fun, and I'm glad I was part of it! 
(just wish it wasn't over) 
 
10:29 ilovelucyfan: Gee, that was fun and I was part of it!! 
10:29 XQQZME: Gee that was fun.  I'm glad I was part of it! 
<3 
 
10:29 Fivewolves: Gee that was fun and I'm GLAD I was part 
of it!!!! 
 
10:29 sueconner: Gee that was fun.  I'm glad I was a part of 
it.  
 
10:29 CW_Sanford_FL: Gee that was fun.  I'm glad I was a 
part if!! 
 
10:29 phva: Hi Carlos,Donna & allMOD's.  So happy to have 
been a part of this.  Have owl box ready to put up here in 
RB.  Praying for a happy couple! LOL 
 
10:29 beunge: Gee that was fun and I'm glad I was part of it 
 
10:29 nancymf: Gee that was fun! I'm glad I was part of it! 
 
10:29 njomo48: Gee, it was sooo much fun...and I was part 
of it! 
 
10:29 ruthrings: Gee that was fun. I'm glad I was part of it. 
 
10:29 Judyw2000: Gee that was fun. I'm glad I was part of it. 
 
10:29 AngeeO: Gee that was fun and I'm glad I was part of it. 
 
10:29 melodymmm1: Gee that was fun and I was a part of 
it! 
 
10:29 fritzmolly: Gee that was fun. I'm glad I was part of it. 
(hoot) 
 
10:29 loving_owlets: Gee, wasn't this FUN?  And I was part 
of it 
 

10:29 BluejayTrouble:  Gee, wasn’t this FUN….and I was part 
of it! 
 
10:29 NCwatcher: Gee that was fun, and I was a part of it 
 
10:29 Ioannes: Gee wasn't that fun and I was part of it! 
Thank you Royals! 

 

ACADEMY OWLWARDS 

angowleyez: Academy Owlwards are in the process in 
chat, Vaca.. different winners every day : ) categories 
include: Most UnderUsed Emoticon (courtesy Phoons), 
etc. Join in for the fun daily. 
 
5 angowleyez: Orbeach was the winner for Chatter Most 
Familar With Banned Camp yesterday, round of applause 
for Orbeach 
 
triciahaley: Best Role in the Silent Film Category: BOLTZ 
almondine: Carlos   Mr. Congeniowlity. 
 
8 angowleyez: Best cameo appearances: the nominees 
are: Bob the Star.. Mothra.. Fliez.. and the late bloomer, 
Shadowz... any others? 
 
angowleyez: Oh Cassidy and Jackson too, for cameo 
appearances (vocally) 
 
torriob:    Knotabird for visual effects 
 
 triciahaley: Best role in the Stuntman Category: TAUNTZ 
 
 Owleen: Webz on OB2 for cameo 
 
DotRot: angowleyez - don't forget batz to go along with 
Mothra 
 
 BugGirl: Polz should get best supporting role. 
 
 LandofAnne: Best legs: Austin 
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 Owleen: The most time on camera     GAG SHAG 
 
 ChocoMare: Best Typo = rabbi(t) from Shari 
 
StanaShortMcLeod: In Memory of Dudley 
 
 DotRot: Carlos gets the award for "Advances in Sound 
Technology!" 
 
 dymc: best sound appearance: garbage collector, lawn 
mower, helicopter, motorcycle, neighborz party 
 
 triciahaley: Dudley the Understudy...  
 
 shorty5354: that should be "In loving memory Dudley" 
 
 LCane: Next best typo is guys=guts. Shari,too?? 
 
 almondine: Most comforting sound: owlet chortles. 
 hummerfan: Fuzz playing itself, as Fuzz. 
 
 floko29: best escapeee, mousez 
 
 mhinckle: Rest in Pieces Dudley 
 
 snoogs: best game hostess on the chat= chatterchops!! 
 
 bettyboop32: most repeated line:  sound carlos! 
 
 orbeach: technical support.. cablez 
 
 chipper1: best supporting role..Donna 
 
 angowleyez: Most asked question... Where is Molly.. did  
Wesley hatch.. why is the porch crooked.... 
 
 owlsitgoin: Molly and Babies: best set decoration 
 
 FinnWV: best supporting audience – lurkerz 
 
 shorty5354: we have to give Austin (Carlos's grandson) 
award for best tech dude 

 
 dymc: honorable mention for set designerz use of gag 
shag and stainz 
 
olive_oil_law: Best Coffee.......Award goes to 
DetteSophie!!!!!!!    
 
hummerfan: Best smiley face.......Ruthrings!!!! 
 
 almondine: Best costume award= Nature. :) 
 
 TurtlePie: What's going to be really difficult is the nest 
musical score 
 
 Owleen: MOLLY MOLLY  ( 
 
 ruthrings: musical score has to be barlycorn! 
 
 BluejayTrouble: another supporting actor---WALLZ 
 
Ruthrings: Best lyricist, Dot Rot 
 
dymc: best catering wishes to thank: rat, gopher, mouse 
and headless rabbi 
 
 TurtlePie: Phoons, best stuntman? 
 
 ruthrings: aha... film editing goes to Clowney! 
 
DotRot: Donna should get the award for "Best Creative 
Concept" 
 NightFeather: Best April fools joke award goes to Molly! 
remember the egg shell she moved out of the corner and 
we all thought we'd missed a hatching 
 
 NightFeather: Best Award for speed reading goes to all 
chatters and mods 
 
bettyboop32: especially Mods 
 
 OwlFan1: Angowleyez......we're the clean up committee 
that wakes up on the living room floor "after" the 
party!!!! 
 
 dymc: Best Drama: Wesleigh 
 
 dymc: Best Comedy: Patti's hopscotch 
 
 ruthrings: Best love story, Austin and Wesley preening 
each other 
 
 GeorgeOJungle: Best Ear Worm--Molly Song 
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 TurtlePie: I would like to be the best Teenage Mutant 
Ninja TurtlePie 
 
 jjschu: Best tutu:  Wes 
 
googyluvsmolly: chatterchops....best inspiration!!! 
 
 angowleyez: We can do better.. yes... the brightest light 
in the room.. chatterchops.. 
 
TurtlePie: Best Troll-Thwacker 
 
OWLimony: worst troll- fireman!! 
 
VacaDude: This awards show is probably being sponsored 
by Ambien! 
 
OwlFan1: Chatterchops = Most Loved Shining Star 
Award!! 
 
wlFan1: Chatterchops = Most Loved Shining Star Award!! 
 
 dymc: lightning fast zapping fingers: SHARI 
 
10:30 MmeButterfly: Most mischievous mod: PhilRitch 
 
 mollylover: how about biggest worry wart award? :) 
 
TurtlePie: Costume and wardrobe...fluffz, Featherz, Horkz 
and Shagz 
 
 TurtlePie: KnotBird...best illusionist 
mollylover: MOST improved:   rsl4us  ;) 
 
 liquidzic: Carlos gets the "one more thing" award!! 
 
 ruthrings: Lifetime Achievement Award... Carlos! 
 
 

PUNS & WITTICISMS 
 
ChocoMare: The OwlBox: Installed by Carlos in Shirtz.  

supported by Polez, Nutz-N-Boltz, sheltered by Wallz, 

held together by Gluez-N-Nailz.  Porch by Dowelz-N-

Screwz. Carpetz by Horks-R-Us.    Roof by Rufutz. Interior 

by Squirtz-Stainz-N-Gutz. Landscaping by Doodz w/Toolz. 

Exterior décor by Fluff-N-Soxz.  Inhabited by Owlz.  Bugz 

Extermination by Horkin. Cleaning by Talonz - Guest 

appearances by Cloudz, Shadowz, Starz & Moonz;  Muzik 

by Mockz 

triciahaley: hey last one out's a rotten egg... 

WoofWolf: "There is nothing wrong with your television 

set. Do not attempt to adjust the picture. We will control 

the horizontal.  We will control the vertical- The Owlter 

Limits."    

??  I don’t need just a Kleenex. I need a Shamwow! 

Molly-itols”. (for MOD disorder prevention (pills that 

were actually Mild Duds …for Dudley, get it? 

 From Pegrod     Combined we are one big orchestra The 
conductor reads the music and directs the movements 
Being in tune with the conductor feels good-I can call it 
happiness All I need do is play my part. 
 
tsaffirth-1: mockz wants camera time too and her 15 mins 
of fame 
 
sueconner: Yes, Wesley can stay behind and be a therapy 
owl. 
 
EGGHEAD6: ruth...url ectomy 
 
TinaHoot: Tonite on The Owl Box...Will Wesleigh face 
plant and miss the outing?  Will Molly return with a 
headless mule?  Will Wes and Austin EVER leave the box?  
Find outtonight at 8:00 pm PST 
 
ruthrings: If Wesleigh and Austin leave, they could leave 
earlier. Of course, we've tied Wesleigh's talon to Polz 
 
Ruthrings: “Four score and seven years ago… 
 "Four mice and seven rats ago 
 
whitedog01: she's whisphering " Ha MODS I have you 
wrapped around my little talon!" 
 
angelwalker: Wes is singing the Molly Song (hoot 
 
VacaDude: I just watched the Stand By Me video--very 
nicely done! But now my AWWWWmeter pegged and is 
broken. 
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VacaDude: I heard if you blow in the end of the tail, it will 
gurgle just like a milkshake! 
 
 SM_neighbor: Always remember the importance of 
flossing 
 
annsavage: Wes hunt? Not yet!  She still believes in the 
mouse fairy. 
 
dtroop1575: Morning everyone. Wes reminds of my 
grandma when she would sit and say the Rosary. Just her 
lips would move! HA 
 
I don’t need a Kleenex; I need a Shamwow! 
 
WoofWolf: Everything's not up-to-date in Kansas City? 
 
 vikster: I can't believe I ate the whole thing...You ate it 
Ralph 
 
HannaToo: "Everything I needed to know I learn from 
Molly's Owl Box." 
 
owl_see: Carlos has a great personOWLity!! 
 
carcongar: owlsitgoin maybe wes just prefers box over 
tree -not dysfunctional -box safer? 
 
 OwlFan1: and that would be disfunctionowl! 
 
owl_see: he's going to open a franchise chain..."Wes in 
the Box".. 
 
litlvxn: ya, let's not turn this into OwlHarmony dot com 
 
 smilinsteve12: welsey: looking for a good mouser....long 
legs a plus 
 
 litlvxn: But Austin and those legs.   Hubba Hubba 
 
litlvxn: Max, "good with kids", beautiful 
 

tresbien: Pattison is the adventurer who loves exploring 
new vistas 
 
kpanda: Hitchcockian. 
 
DotRot: ruth - you're getting really heavy handed with the 
"pun"ishment 
 
floko29: just checked after morning chat, what do you 
mean ustream horked??? 
 
 DotRot: orbeach - that ain't the Hilton - it's the Royal 
Owldorf Astoria 
 
1 PegRod: bean, being new to chatting, I thought bfn 
meant 'best friends now" for the Fellowship of the Wings. 
 
TurtlePie: clwclowney was buying encyclopedias, getting 
a cheque from Publisher's ClearingHouse and buying a 
ride-on vacuum cleaner 
Fivewolves: Filing the flight plan with the tower. . 
 
.owlsitgoin: owlgoraphobia! Told ya Wes needed 
counseling. 
 
SMY0131: Wes, "Can you hear me now?"  "How about 
now?"  "Now? 
 
ssocenblu: Very Owlfred Hitchcock...the shadow 
 
 clowney: Out of slow-mode purgatory, into the insanity 
of fast-moving chat.  Lol 
 
beyondgrateful: So is there gonna be a ob3 palm tree 
cam? Lol 
 
jveteran: Wes doesn't seem to mind being alone. No 
Austin hogging the sunlight, no Austin hogging the 
Breeze, No Austin waking her up all day long. 
 
 VacaDude: Carlos is impersonating a lawnmower! 
suzie58: We are all going to have WITHDROWLS           
sniff sniff sniff 
 
GeorgeOJungle wonders what a hill of beans is worth 

exasgrandmadarlene: Oops, part of rigor-rat was still 

there! 

OwlFan1: That gives a whole new meaning to - Toss me a 

Bone!!!! 

texasgrandmadarlene: San Marcos Owl Box - We'll leave 

the light on for ya! 
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ldippold: Carlos, are you going to suffer from owl part-em 

depression?  

danceswithowls: Is that Austin?  He looks like the 

Phantom of the Owlpera! 

 TriciaHaley: we have to come up with a good name for 

our group... the fellowship of the wing... or the 

birdnerds... 

 legggs: Wes is singing "all by myself" 

TriciaHaley: oh no... they are starting to move back home 

again 

 pattyperfect: Friendship is like an owl, it goes where it 

pleases and pleases wherever it goes. 

phoons-1: I see our kidney shadow is holding a rifle again 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

8 SARose69: Word of the day on my iGoogle page is 

"noctivagant" or "wandering around at night."  Like our 

owlets! 

ncmtns: Wes says "They said I had to stay her 'till all the 

fluff was gone.  There!  Got that one!! 

 turtlepie: maggie:  pm bean, bean PM bean, turtle:  pm 

turtle, Turtle:  pm maggie 

ADFITZ: One big, gorgeous Owl-in-Waiting 

 VAbrdr: I'm in denowl (denial) about the whole thing.  

They have just grown up waaaay too fast! 

 nmkm: Carlos's camera and electronic equip=$6000, 

MOD psychologist fees=$2000, watching 

Molly,McGee,Max,Patti,Ausitn,Wes,Dudley,boltz,polz,gag

shag,horks,Vacadude,Carlos,Donna,Mods 

24/7=PRICELESS !! 

 julibug: WOW!!!! Midair collowlsion!!! 

Vacadude: I'm waiting for Wes to lie on her back in the 

gagshag, flap her wings, and make a hork angel! 

fattycatty: NobOWL Peace Prize for Donna and Carlos 

birder0649: I was holding up a sticky note that read NO 
SOUND - in retrospect that was very sad too 
 
 

MORE GREAT RECIPE NAMES 
‘Spanish EnchOWLadas  

Coq au vole 

 
 

MORE NEW WORDS 
 
Personowlity – What the Owls Have 
 
Disfunctionowl  - what MODS will be when owls leave 
 
Tauntz…. Rabbit who dares to hover around the base of 
Polz 
 
Dumbotz…..auto censor 
 
Knotbird    is the perch outside the box, it looks like a bird 

in the daylight (knot -a-bird) 

Bob   the star above the owl box 

Gary Cooper – the Cooper Hawk that hangs out 

Rawk – Red-tailed Hawk see in the yard 
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MORE GRAPHICS 

ChucklesG:  (*v*) Molly (*v*)(*v*) (hoo) (*v*)(*v*) 
McGee (*v*)  they are family 
 
 
DetteS:  ⊂(*v*)⊃ ⊂(°v°)⊃ ⊂(°v°)⊃   ⊂(*v*)⊃ ⊂(*v*)⊃   
Royal Dutch Coffee for everyone! 
 
 

CHATTER NAMES IN A SENTENCE 
 
By OwlFan1 

 
Meethinks owl_see  knowbody clowney around with 

littlvxn & weeones and goodgolly while pzoooooo, 

orbeach  or simplyjustbecca send a  phoons to  chatters 

with ruralgrit, and when owls-rock, ruth-rings and Dot-

Rots – smilingsteve is paying owlimony to prissypants 

because she’s a bbDiva with angowleyez, knows 

owlaboutit and loveowls. 

 

MORE PARODIES  

tresbien:   Left owlone with just a memory (courtesy 

Dusty Springfield) 

VacaDude: singing Oprah-- I love it!  Ooooooprahoma 

where the guests are jumping on the couch! 

Pennycane: Molly's taught the world to sing in perfect 

harmony 

litlvxn: "Preen on me, when you can't reach, I'll be your 

friend" 

 maggieFL: (8) We love you mods, oh yes we do(8) we 

love you mods, and we'll be true, when you're not with us 

we're blue, (8) oh mods, we love you 

 

AND ANOTHER ACRONYM FOR THE LIST 

Kjrider: MSAD  .. Molly Separation Anxiety Disorder 
Support Chat Group  
 
 

MOD SYMPTOMS 
PhilJustPhil: MOD is sitting at the puter dragging a dry 

razor across your(my) face so you don't have to leave the 

room.. 

shorty5354: Yesterday as I was waiting for the bus I found 

myself standing on 1 leg 

 La_Mesa_mom: Ok, you know you have MOD when you 
use the free computer at the car dealership to log on and 
check in on the owlbox! 
 
RAINDROPSnROSES: Molly Obsessive Disorder is... 

knowing that today is Carlos' trash day. LovinMolly: was  

just reading news about a politician in CA, and I swear it 

was TAUNTZ!!!!  (actually was Taitz) but I got MOD bad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHARI’S JOKE: 
 

1:39 PZooooooo: GO, SHARI!  joke! 
1:39 Juneone: shari go for it 
1:39 clowney: shari, go ahead!  :D 
1:39 tuolumne: go for it shari 
1:39 Shari_In_Memphis: okay pausing chat...  lol 
1:39 clowney: pause chat  
1:39 hbladybg: toe tapping 
1:39 LoneStarStateTX: gopher it 
1:39 Shari_In_Memphis: One time in the Land Of Trid, the 
citizens’ food supply ran out.  They were separated from 
the main market by a very long bridge over a ravine.  
Under this bridge lived a TROLL that would kick people  
1:39 Shari_In_Memphis: off the bridge when they tried to 
go for supplies.   
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1:39 Shari_In_Memphis: They had a town meeting to 
elect someone to try and sneak across the bridge for 
supplies.  One after the other of the townsmen tried to 
cross the bridge, and each one would get kicked off by 
the evil  
1:40 Shari_In_Memphis: troll.   
1:40 Shari_In_Memphis: Finally the Rabbi decided to try 
and make the dangerous trek.  
1:40 Shari_In_Memphis: heh heh heh trolls and rabbi's 
1:40 Shari_In_Memphis:  He stepped out on to the bridge  

and walked a few steps out, a little nervous, he saw the 
troll sniff the air and look around.  The Rabbi took a few 
more steps and the troll stared at him.  
1:40 Shari_In_Memphis: The Rabbi was about halfway 
across the bridge and the troll jumped up and stood in 
front of him.  As the Rabbi got closer, he finally asked the 
troll, “Aren’t you going to kick me off this bridge?” 
1:41 Shari_In_Memphis: And the troll replied…  (wait for 
it!) 
1:41 Shari_In_Memphis: The troll replied, “Silly Rabbi, 
kicks are for Trids!!” 
1:41 annamc: stupid 
1:41 clowney: groan 
1:41 annamc: :) 
1:41 TurtlePie-1: ahahahahahaha! 
1:41 Shari_In_Memphis: *ducking* 
1:41 clowney: ;) 
1:41 tailpeaces: :) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POETRY 
 

Marilyn Sunia Says:  
A Tribute To Molly 
A Heart Shaped Face… 
Changed The Shape Of My Heart 
Tugged On My Heart Strings… 
You Yanked Me Apart 
Put Me In Touch With Myself Again, 
..All Because Of You, Your Family, A New Friend 
Fly Family Fly, Stay Safe And Free… 
Molly, Know You Made A Difference For Thousands & For 
Me 

4 janetnui:    Haiku for Wesley:  Beautiful Wesley, The last 
owlet in the box, Napping on her feet. 

 
msmandy1 

 four little owletts sitting all around.. 
Max said that palm is pretty nice and sound. 
Patti said yep let's sit a spell here... 
Austin said, Food is pretty near!  
Then Wesley said let's stay a while and beg... 
the feed's almost done...maybe we'll make a nest egg! 
 
 
BugGirl 

1Molly called Carlos, and Carlos said,"Welcome to the 
owl box in San Carlos, friends." 
 2.Four little owlets hatched from their eggs.Hundreds if 
chatters said "We want six!"Molly called Carlos, and 
Carlos said,"No more owlets will hatch from the eggs." 
 3. Four hungry owlets, fed by Mama Molly.Thousands of 
worrywarts cried, "Not enough food!"Molly called Carlos, 
and Carlos said,"Molly will leave the box and hunt with 
McGee." 
 4. Four little owlets, eating on their own.The worrywarts 
cried, "Who will feed Wes?"Molly called Carlos, and 
Carlos said,"No more worrywarts -- Max is helping  Wes." 
 5. Four little owlets, jumping in the box.Thousands of 
chatters said, "Too crowded in there!"Molly called Carlos, 
and Carlos said,"There's plenty of room -- more than you 
can see."  
 BugGirl: 6.Four little owlets, peering out the door.Cried 
the worrywarts, "Help, they'll fall!"Molly called Carlos, 
and Carlos said,"There, now the owlets have their own 
ledge." 
 
 TriciaHaley:  
one little owlet laying on the floor... 
 she won't leave cuz what for?... 
 rodent delivery and her own room...  
watch the wesley show coming here soon. 
 
flukestail: 
 About to lay me down to sleep, 
 And as I fall to slumber deep, 
 If Wesley should leave before I wake,  
I know tomorrow my heart will ache. 
 
 
moonbirdy: 

 Silent whispers beckon. 
.from deep in the heart. 
deep into the night. 
 The last owl follows   
 her predestined flight. 
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Martha Murray  June 8, 2010 
On the day Austin left Wesleigh, she felt so alone 
But she preened and she snacked and slipped into the 
Zone 
 
She stood there waiting, head buried in her chest 
Musing her options, oh, which would be best 
  
There’s no one to tease here, no one at all 
 Perhaps Donna could slip me a doll 
  
No one to rouse me from my very deep sleep 
 So I guess I’ll just stand here, I may even weep. 
  
Not a sound all day, from the brave little girl  
No lie-downs, no grousing, not even a twirl 
 Fair winds blew that day, and she stood on one leg 
No one to see her, not even Dude-Egg 
  
Mourning Doves cooed Mocking Birds sang 
 But it didn’t much help her forget the old gang 
  
The comforting man’s voice she heard from the yard 
She knows he would help her, if she needed a guard 
  
His lady comes out and tends to the plants 
.I think of her as one of my aunts 
  
Evening is coming my mind is made up 
 I’ll have to go out now and get me some sup 
 
Now Max, now Pat! Now Austin come play 
Get out of that palm, do not delay. 
 To the top of the owl box, to the top of the perch 
 You know where I am, you don’t need to search  
As eager sister and brothers did come 
There’s feasting aplenty for everyone 
 
 
Now Wesleigh’s not sure, not one little bit  
She may just return to the box for a sit  
   
Go to sleep now, you guys and gals  
Tune in tomorrow to see your owl pals.  

THE OWL BOX – by BugGirl 

Six little owl eggs, snug in the box. 
Dozens of chatters couldn't wait 'til they hatched. 
Molly called Carlos, and Carlos said, 
"Welcome to the owl box in San Carlos, friends." 
 
Four little owlets hatched from their eggs. 
Hundreds of chatters said "We want six!" 
Molly called Carlos, and Carlos said, 
"No more owlets will hatch from the eggs." 
 
Four hungry owlets, fed by Mama Molly. 
Thousands of worrywarts cried, "Not enough food!" 
Molly called Carlos, and Carlos said, 
"Molly will leave the box and hunt with McGee." 
Four little owlets, eating on their own. 
The worrywarts cried, "Who will feed Wes?" 
Molly called Carlos, and Carlos said, 
"No more worrywarts -- Max is helping Wes." 
Four little owlets, jumping in the box. 
Thousands of chatters said, "Not enough room!" 
Molly called Carlos, and Carlos said, 
"There's plenty of room -- more than you can see." 
Four little owlets, peering out the door. 
Cried the worrywarts, "Help, they'll fall!" 
Molly called Carlos, and Carlos said, 
"There, now the owlets have their own ledge." 
 
Four little owlets, hopping to the ledge. 
Thousands of chatters, chewing on their nails. 
Molly called Carlos, and Carlos built 
A whole owlet playground next to the box. 
 
Four little owlets, fledging to the trees. 
Millions of viewers, thrilled as can be. 
Molly called Carlos, and Carlos said, 
"Whew!  No more worrywarts beating down my door!" 
 
Four young owls all fly away. 
Thousands of chatters don't know what to say. 
Molly called Carlos, and Carlos said, 
"Gee, it's been fun, and we were a part of it!" 
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NEW SONGS 
 
angelwalker:   If You’re Happy and You Know It 

 If you’re happy & you know it, hork a pellet, if you’re 
happy & you know it, hork a pellet, if your happy & you 
know it, you’re face will surely show it.If your happy & 
you know it, hork a pellet. 
If you’re happy & you know it, tap a talon, if you’re happy 
& you know it, tap a talon, if your happy & you know it, 
you’re feet will surely show it.If your happy & you know 
it, tap a talon! 
If you’re happy & you know it, flap a wing, if you’re happy 
& you know it, flap a wing, if you’re happy & you know it, 
you’re arms will surely show it. If you’re  happy & you 
know it, flap a wing! 
If you’re happy & you know it, twist your head, if you’re 
happy & you know it, twist your head, if you’re happy & 
you know it, your face will surely show it. If you’re happy 
& you know it, twist your head 
)If you’re hungry & you know it,screech your head off, if 
you’re hungry & you know it,screech your head off,  if 
you’er hungry & you know it, your face will surely show it, 
if you’re hungry& you know it screech your head off. 
 
ruthrings: How about, If you're happy and you know it 
strike a phoons? 
MmeButterfly: If you're itchy and you know it, pluck 
some down. If you're itchy and you know it ..  
 
 

Ode to Molly’s Owlets (Can sing to tune of 
Rock-a-Bye Baby) – by BugGirl 

 
We watched you as eggs, all six we could see; 
As Molly watched over you, so lovingly. 
Sadly, two eggs, tiny owlets would not be; 
One remains nameless, and little Dudley. 
 
We watched you as hatchlings, hungry as could be; 
Nurtured by Molly, food brought by McGee. 
We watched you grow fuzz, eyes opened wide to see; 
Cuter than cute, you filled our hearts with glee. 
 
We watched you grow feathers, lovely to see; 
And Molly left the box, to hunt with McGee. 
We watched you stretch your wings and hop playfully. 
We named everything in the box, and all we could see. 
 
We worried you’d fly too soon, though we could not 
agree 
On when the perfect time to spread your wings would be. 
Now all four can fly from perch to ledge to tree. 
Carlos put up cameras so everyone could see. 

Max, Pattison, Austin and Wesley, we agree, 
Are famous worldwide and as loved as they can be. 
Fly, little owlets, fly wild, fly free; 
And Dudley ever by your side, in spirit, will be. 
 

DotRot:  
We love you Carlos! O yes we do!  
We love you Carlos. And we'll be true!  
When you're not with us, We're blue! 
 O Carlos, We love you!!  
 
triggerfish61:  

Fly free our little owls it's time to be on your own. 
To fly, hunt and find a home of your own 
.Be it log or box or tree just know 
 you will always succeed cause 
 you’re the offspring of Molly and Mcgee.  
Go free and live your life as happy as can be. 
 and thank you for sharing your miracle of life with me. 

 
DotRot: 

 An empty box in the night.  
The owlets have all taken flight. 
       The box is so quiet.  
      But chat is a riot.  
I laugh until tears 
blur my sight! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
IndianaBigSal: Dot that was clever,  
quite an endeavor.  
The laughter and tears 
 will be cherished forever. 
 
 
By OwlFan1 

When the moonz is in the Royals Yard -And the owl box 
alignz on pollz -Then peace will guide the owlets -And 
lovez will steer the MODz.  This is the dawning of the age 
of Owlquarius, age of Owlquarius 
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ByRuthrings 

April Memory 
Down yon-der on that cute baby owl 
Down yon-der sure is makin’ me smile! 
Soon it will be gone and we’ll see fluff on the floor. 
Then the down will disappear, we’ll see it no more.  
Feathers will be there,  so gorgeous to compare;  
Down inside the box, blowing in Windsockz. 
Down yon-der, though there’s less every day; 
Down yon-der, oh! It’s going away! 
Soon our owlets will be gone and nothing to see; 
Just a little downy memory; 
 

 

By Mrs. Inchworm      

Sunrise, Sunset, in the Owl Box 

Are these the little eggs we cherished, 
Are these the tiny owls at play? 
I don’t remember growing older, 
When did they? 
When did she get to be a beauty, 
When did he grow to be so tall? 
Wasn’t it yesterday when they were small? 

Sunrise, sunset, 
Sunrise, sunset, 
Swiftly flow the days. 
Seedlings turn overnight to sunflow’rs 
Blossoming even as we gaze. 

Sunrise, sunset, 
Sunrise, sunset, 
Swiftly fly the years, 
One season following another, 
Laden with happiness and tears. 

What words of wisdom can we give them, 
Can Carlos help to ease their way? 
Now they must learn from one another, 
Day by day…Sunrise, sunset, 

Sunrise, sunset, 
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This Owld Aquaintance, we'll not forget,  
nor the man who brought us here.  
We found much joy and merriment  
In the owl box, it is clear. 
 For Carlos and his wife, we cheer.  
For Molly and her clan! 
We love our owlet and we pray , 
 that we'll do it all again! 
Should Owld acquaintance be forgot 
And never brought to mind? 
Should Owld acquaintance be forgot 
In days of Owld Lang Syne. 
                      By DotRot 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Owl be seeing you in all the owld familiar places 
That this heart of mine embraces owl day through: 
On the roof of gray, the ledge across the way,  
Inside the barn owl box, the Boltz and Stainz, the fluff 
windZocs. 
Owl be seeing you in every pun and parody, 
In Phoons, and Dot, and Clow-ney,  
So many lovely  memories,   
Owl see you in the morning sun,  
And when the night is new, 
Owl be looking at the moon, 
But Owl be seeing you!       
      by ruthrings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ever29jan-1: 

We raise them so they can fly off on their own,  
start new lives of their own,  

be it owls, children or the children we once were. 

8:39 buzzardmc: 
From Dr Seuss -  my authority on all things  

 "Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened." 
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maggieFL: I thought the reset 

was taking longer than usual 

……I need to reset my life! 

 

 

 


